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ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same
superb facilities are available for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2 Day Introductory
7 Day HGFA Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion
Paraglider Insurance

$220
$770
$220
$220
$440

Theft or loss through forcible entry
Direct physical damage from an external cause

PARAGLIDING
PACIFIC PARAGLIDING
Monarch - Intermediate/Advanced
Excellent value. Price
includes harness, bag & accelerator bar
Sizes: 21 , 24, 26 square meters

USE D
AIRWAVE Black Magics (4)

SALES

SHOP

AIRWAVE
Black Magic - Beginners to Intemediate $2,850-2,999
$2,499
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters
including
Standard : ACPFULS/DHV Gutesiegel
harness & bag

FALHAWK
Neo - Beginner/Intermediate
$2,930-3,539
Took me to 3rd place at the Flatlands
against much more expensive canopies.
As expected from Falhawk; good quality
and good handling
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres
Standard: ACFPULS 1
Athlete - Intermediate/Advanced
$3,175-3,891
Excellent speed range, established paraglider
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27, 30 square meters
Standard : SHV/DHV Gutesiegel
$4,202-4,625
Apex - Advanced
Very, very good, better still than the Athlete
Standard: ACPFULS 3
Emergency Reserve Systems
APCO Pulled APEX 26ft round
Cylinder packed
Long bridle
Short bridle
Square packed
Long bridle, enlarged bag, eyelets
harness attachment system
Short bridle + eyelets
Standard : DHV Gutesiegel

$100 pa

Paradise Harness

$296

Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger

$45
+ pp

Davron 200 + Altimeter/vario
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters,
vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated
thigh attachment, fluoro pink

$599

Books
ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit
A comprehensive introduction to
Paragliding
Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen
Walking on air, an extensive new
Paragliding book, from the ground up

+

$29.50
(pp) $2.50

$29.50
+ (pp) $2.50

BIG Wind Socks
2 metres long, 2.5 metres high, collapsible
steel post and spike, fluoro colours to order

$85.00

$599 Radios
$589 Quality UHF headset & microphone with
long leads

$75

Towing Releases
$699 Simple and easy to use
$599
Paraglider Sail Sign Writing
Paragliders sign written to order, If you 're going

$55

PARAGLIDERS
- 24 sq m. Intermediate

$1,599-2,499

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily
Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a HGFA licence
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CLUBS

Skysailor
Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of AustraliC!
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution .

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions, market
place , etc. Market place is free to financial
members - please quote your number - otherwise a c~arge of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals , short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box4
EXETER NSW 2579
Tel (048) 834 180
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H

Ian Jarman
(048) 834 180

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 280356
8am-8pm
February 1991

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Ke ith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W
(02) 5877971 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 2477526 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles
coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

CONTENTS
Letters
Competitions
Grol3glockner
by Robert Schroettner
Executive Director's Report
1990 Nationals
by Ric Caster
1990 SAHGA Titles
by Jules Makk
Inaugural Trike Rally
by Joe Scott
Its Good to Get Away
by Simon Plint
State & Club News
Market Place

5
7
10
13
14
17
18
20
31
37

CREDITS
Cartoons

Julius Makk, Rob Julian ,
Geoff Dossetor

Typing , Typesetting
& Layout
Printer

Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus,
Ballina

FRONT COVER
Rob Hibberd flying the Blitz at a local
Newcastle site - photo by Rick Duncan
SKYSAILOR

Nobby Area Sky
Salling Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Craig Worth
(065) 592713
Sec. Ben Leonard
(065) 832591

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Alf Piper
(043) 682280
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Gary Moulston
(043) 851254
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Port Kembla
Leagues Club 1st Wed
ea month Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356

Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

Cudgeegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Stan Roy
Pres - Len Paton
(071) 459185
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton Alf Carter
(068) 537220
(071) 457265
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Newcastle HG Club
Kosciusko Alpine
Pres Richard McWhinney Paragliding Club
(049) 549415
Pro Guenther Janssen
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(064) 562276
(049) 487491
Sec. Stuart Andrews
"PG" Ian Ladyman
(064) 576190
(049) 498946
Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH
Rolf Muller
(02) 735212 H

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Richard Reitzin
(02) 2353033W
(02) 3651533H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Samantha Clarke
(03) 6184398 bh
Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Ulydale (n . rail line)

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond
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HANDHELD RADIOS

COM IC-40G
We believe it's the worlds most
"tIII'~"'-advanced UHF handheld radio,
'powerful 5 watts output, clear digital liquid
crystal display, full programmable scan facility, easy in flight frequency change and
factory backed 12 months guarantee.
"The ICOM is our choice, strong,
easy to use and very reliable"
Chris Boyce
Aerial Techniques
Stan well Park
'Our factory pilots use the ICOM
IC40 G, it's a great little high
tech, high performance radio"
Brian Hayhow
Enterprise Wings
Helensburg
OUR PRICE ONLY $595.00
Limited offer..... buy two and we will include a ~ emergency battery pack!
Post & insurance $ 15
ICOM A-20 AIRBAND RADIO
Post & insurance $15

$750.00

ICOM HS51 HEADSET
Unique, foldable lightweight headset, fits
all ICOM radios. Inline multifunction "push
to talk" switch standard. VOX and "push
on stay on' pilot choice options included.
ONLY $99 post free, with radio order, cr
$105 plus $5 postage for separate order.
EMERGENCY BATTERY PACK
Takes 6 AA standard size batteries. Slide
off the Ni-Cad and slide on the emergency pack for instant back up power.
NOW ONLY $29.00
CIGARETTE LIGHTER CHARGER
WITH FILTER
Recharge your radio in the car or use it
while mobile without reducing the charge.
GOOD VALUE $35
MICRO SPEAKER/MICROPHONE $ 65
CAR WINDOW MOUNT BRACKET $ 22
"DROP IN" 1 hr FAST CHARGER $ 190

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES

Editor's Corner
This month is, I believe, quite a well balanced issue. There's
something for everyone with articles on the 1990 Nationals held
recently at BuffalolMt Emu, the SAHGA Spring Comps and the
ftrst Trike Rally between Newcastle and Crescent Head.
To help you keep up with what is happening within the association, Ian Jarman gives his third report since taking up the position of Executive Director of HGFA. And a list of coaches and
their contact address, to help you get those non-flying friends
(yet) in the air.
For those of you not interested in competitions, there is Rob
Schroettner's story, 'GroBglockner', to be continued in March
and Simon Plint's, 'Its Good To Get Away'.
Speaking of getting away, most of the members must have been
away during January as we saw only a <:ouple of items from the
clubs. Hope it was good flying wherever you were!
If you enjoyed the photos and cartoons in this issue, well, unfortunately they may be the last until we get some more contributions! I am holding a couple of excellent shots for future covers
but that it, Skysailor's well of interesting photographs and cartoons has fmally dried up! I'm a hopeless artist so help is
desperately needed!

On the drawing board are plans for an Australian Women's
Nationals to be held late 1991 early 1992. Letters will by now
have been sent to all the female pilots to get their feedback on a
site and time. We'll get this information into the Comp calendar
as soon as we can.
Until next month, safe circles!
Marie!

SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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stant problem to the Editor every month.
The commercial and economic factors
could dictate the advertising component.
I am also highly impressed with Skysailor
magazine as a professionally present publication.
Conclusion
My criticism is specifically related to the
lack of articles from the average flier, the
rank and me pilot, their adventures, experiences and lessons in flight form which
all pilots can benefit without undertaking
that particular flight in person. These
types of articles .Qlll reduce repeat accidents and incidents.
I would therefore like to offer the following article for similar reasons.
George Cross
The Editor
Re Skysailor Content
I wish to express my opinion related to the
content and comparative make-up of
Skysailor. It would appear that the stories
related to the average flier and associated
experiences are diminishing from our
magazine. There appears to be an imbalance in the pilot articles compared to
advertising space, competition news and
events, uninteresting (and often irrelevant) club news, committee reports,
indistinguishable black and white
photographs etc.
After receiving the September 1990 issue
I decided to calculate the amount of advertising, articles, club news/comp news.
The following is a resume of the result.
Club News/ Articles
Comps&
%
Comm. Rpts

Other
%

Octob. 36

27

28

9

Nov.

39

41

18

2

Dec.

39

29

22

10

Issue

Advert.
%

of articles relating to accidents and incidents would suggest that very few pilots
are writing about such occurrences.
Skysailor usually contains a maximum of
5 accident reports - September contained
~. It may be feasible to encourage
pilots to report accidents and incidents to
gauge the actual number per month.
I also noticed that the December
Skysailor contained an article which appeared to be written in February 1990.
This would suggest that there is either a
large backlog of articles, or the magazine
is too small, or there is insufficient space
due to ads, uninformative padding etc, or
a combination of all the above. I would
like to hear from the editor in relation to
these matters as I also sent in an article
some six months ago which has not appeared despite having enquired as to its
whereabouts some four months ago.
There is no doubt that the balance and
.
content of Skysailor would present a con-

Thank you for your letter George; the survey is most interesting. I will attempt to
answer your points.
Advertising: these people are paying for
space and therefore I don't believe they
can be refused. For many members, this
advertising is the only means they have of
finding out about new products and accessories. Also Skysailor is still a long way
from being self-funding and this income
assists HGFA to continue to publish
Skysailor on a regular basis.
Competition news: notification of comp
dates is important to a lot of pilots out
there. Summer is our peak time and yes,
this info has taken up a lot of space lately.
And after the event, people do like to read
about what happened and to whom.
Club news: whew! George, I'm not willing to tell club secretaries that their news
is irrelevant and uninteresting and it is all
in the eye of the beholder wouldn't you

Russell Duncan flying the Blitz, - p. by Rick Duncan

This analysis confirms that articles from
pilots or similar is well below advertising,
club news and competition news etc.
I would like to see more articles from
pilots describing their flights, mishaps,
adventures and learning experiences as
these articles usually contain valuable lessons for all pilots. These lessons may
prevent similar mistakes or alternatively
provide useful information.
Accident and incident reports could also
be encouraged and extended to broaden
exposure to potential problems to reinforce safe practices and alert all pilots to
appropriate procedures.
The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation
(BASI) issue a separate journal covering
accidents and incidents. The current lack
February 1991
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agree? These positions are voluntary and
such people do their best in putting pen
to paper.
Committee reports: HGFA in the past
has received a lot of flak from members
complaining that they never hear what is
going on within the association, so the
appearance of committee reports is an
attempt to remedy that. Also since
Skysailor is the association's communication channel, these reports do need to be
published.
Black & white photos: on this point I will
agree. Some of the reproductions have
not been up to standard. Never having
been a printer, I sometimes don't realise
that an otherwise lovely photo has too
much red, black or shadows which the
print camera then sees only as black -

result, a blob! I'm doing my best to learn
which snaps are the best for reproduction
- sometimes I must drive the printer crazy!
Accident Reports: I print all the accident
reports I receive. Like yourself I hear of
many others that are never reported. The
sport has always had a problem with accidents not being reported and if you have
any suggestions for new ways to encourage these reports, please let us know.
Articles: I have a reasonable backlog of
articles for Skysailor although not every
article received is suitable for publishing.
I have said in my editor's corner a number
of times that articles will not necessarily
appear in the very next issue. I also get
particularly nervous when there is mention of incredible height gains (as I don't
know the limits for every site in Australia,
I use 5,000 ASL OTC as the max height)
or flying in and out of cloud, or bad language. I do try to publish as many

Equipment Failure
Equipment:

Moyes Mission 170 SN 1452 bought 10 November 1990

Failure:

Nico crimp - reflex bridle hook point to kingpost rear wire. 28
December 1990 after flight on beach with tail into wind.

Effect:

Nervous pilot

Cause:

Lack of friction between cables and between cables and Nico due
to:

Your second article has now been printed
and was ready to go in the November
issue, but space was limited. I attempted
to answer your call as to its whereabouts
but on getting no answer, I neglected to
try again. My apologies. And thanks for
your third article, it will be printed but
please be patient.

Marie Jeffery, Editor

Mangalore'.91 .
Sports Aviation
Convention and .• .
Fly-in · .
To be held at the Mangalore A~fi~ld:~ff
the Hume Highway near Seymour, Yic::toria - 52 NM north of Melbourne . .
, - . . .

1. Low coefficients of friction.

2. Low crimp forie.
Remedy:

Strip plastic coating from reflex bridle hook-up cable then re-crimp
assembly. Additional rope loop attached as safety till re-crimp
proven satisfactory.

Lesson:

Reflex bridle hook-up cable needs plastic coating stripped back
prior to crimping to kingpost rear wire. Crimp pressure needs to
be assured.

Steve Donehue, 34174

Response from Moyes Gliders
Dear Steve
Thank you for your ~etter dated 9 Jan 91 concerning the topwires off your Missions 170.
We have been alerted to the fact that five sets of Mission 170 top wires were made
incorrectly. Immediately on learning of the problem we took steps to recover and
replace faulty sets.
The problem was that oversize swages had been used on these wire sets. Not that the
plastic coating had not been removed.
It is obvious that finished wires be up to specifications and we regularly check and adjust
our swaging tools to keep the finished product at its designed strength.
We are confident that all our wires are up to specification.

,',

Convention 29th March -lstApnl
with Air Show on 31st March
(Easter Sunday)

wHat';O~?

d~splay~~hdflYinga2ti~~~9.;

Aircraft
forums and workshops,ConventionDiii~
ner, good food and company, sales,share
tall stories, amateurbuilt · aircraft flying
and displays. .
..
The Air Show willf~ature displays byhisi
torie, vintage, classic, amateurbuilt and
military aircraft and aerobatics.
::','

Volunteers are .. ·::\ti·::
:::
Needed
Share the adventure and spirit of hel;:~
.. :' ,,:.:.:

to put this great event together by assist"
ing with activities including aircraft
refuelling, line safety and forums etc; .
Adult $10, Child $5, Family $25
For further information contact:

However if you, or any other pilots, suspects they have a bad set they should be returned
to the Moyes factory for inspection and or replacement.
Regards
Russell Golding
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members' articles as possible but space
can be a problem.
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Sport Aircraft Association of ·!)m\
Australia
(03) 4817912 .•.•:• •:••:• • •:• :
John Liddell
(03) 8982725
Geoff Wickham
(053) 424793 . ......
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Competitiphs .
Mount Cole Cup
10th to 16th March 1991
The VHGA will be running the inaugural Mt Cole Cup in March,
featuring the impressive Mt Cole Trophy. The competition will
be run using the National competition system to enable it to
qualify for National Ladder points.

COMP TION
CALE DER

The local community is right behind the competition; they are
organising headquarters and camping facilities at Raglan, conveniently located between Beaufort township and some of
Victoria's prime flying sites. The c.amping facilities will be
catered for at breakfast, with cut lunches available to take up the
hill.
The feature of the competition will be the Mt Cole Challenge
Trophy. This prize will be awarded to the pilot with the best time
over a 25.5km triangular course, which starts and finishes at
Raglan. This course will be incorporated into the competition
tasks at every opportunity.
The main launches to be used will be Mt Buangor (south) and
Ben Nevis (west). Other launches which may be used are Sugarloaf, Elmhurst, Langi Ghiran and Mt Cole.
Entry Fee: $60 includes $20 bond

Australian Womens' Open

Contact: Wesley Hill, VHGA Inc, PO Box 400, Prahran VIC
3171, Ph (03) 8077942

3rd to 9th March 1991 to be held at Mt Buffalo/Mt Emu
Although this is late notification all eligible pilots in Australia
have been notified by letter and invited to attend. If you have
missed out on receiving this letter and are interested in flying you
can ring Birgit Svens, Competitions Advisory Committee, on
(08) 272 1337 or Jo McNamara on (042) 942305 and nominate
to enter.

2nd Australian Paragliding Nationals
16th to 24th March 1991 (Note: new dates)
Venue: Bright, NE Victoria
All enquiries phone Brian Webb (057) 551753

International Paragliding Friendly
Tournament, Taiwan

Entry fee is $60
Minimum entry requirements are Intermediate rating with Alpine endorsement (nil wind launch ability) as this is now the
minimum requirement for Mt Buffalo launches.
Anyone volunteering to act as officials would be welcome.
The competition will be conducted along the
same lines as the recent Australian Nationals
and we look forward to seeing as many pilots as
possible. There will be a pilot briefmg at the
Pinewood Hotel at 8pm, 2nd March. Late
entries will be accepted.

29th March to 9th April 1991
Individuals wishing to participate should contact Rick Wilson,
20 Neville Rd Thebarton 5031, (08) 2340516 as soon as possible.

Rex Lookout, Far Nth Qld - p by Warwick Gill

The Round Victoria Challenge
All trike pilots are invited to enter the Round
Victoria Challenge, an informal competition to
be held from 1 February 1991 through to 31 May
1991.
All pilots must be flying an aircraft currently
registered under CAO 95.10, 95.32 or 95.55.
If you want to use any licenced airports, you will
need a Cross Country endorsement.
To get an entry form send a Stamped, Self Addressed Envelope to:
"Victorian Cross Country Challenge"
68 Teddington Rd, H ampton Vic 3188
All enquiries to the competition organiser, John
Reynoldson on (03) 5970527 AH
February 1991
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1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup

New Phone Number for HGFA

28th - 31st March 1991

Ian Jarman

The 1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup will be held between 9 different sites in the Thredbo and Snowy Mountain area with
headquarters being at Para Alpina's office in the Snowy Valley
Motel in East Jindabyne. Accommodation is available at the
motel with tariff ranging from backpacker rates upwards. The
motel has a Bar and Bistro and will have entertainment over the
weekend. As this weekend is Easter, you are advised to make
your accommodation bookings early by phoning (064) 567138
and mention Paragliding.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club and their sponsors are looking at having a prize fund of close to $1500 for the weekend,
definitely worth calling in for on your way back from the
Australian Paragliding Titles. The Entry Fee is $30 and all
entries must be received by 28th February 1991. All entrants are
reminded that you must have a Paragliding Recreational Rating
which must be produced before flying.
For further information contact Stuart Andrews on (064) 576190
or PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW 2627.

The Australian Freestyle Extravaganza
Open to all, first come, first served ...

Entry fee $50, payable to Skylimit Sports Aviation

For more information or if YOU want to help/sponsor etc,
please contact:

East Coast Championships, Dunlap Tennessee
April 13-20 1991
Sandia Classic, Albuquerque, New Mexico
June 15-231991

Further info from Mike Collis, BHGA, /Cranfteld Airfield,
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OYR Ph (0234) 751344 or Fax (0234)
751181

2nd Women's World Hang Gliding
Championship
(There is a section for women paragliding pilots)
1st to 14th July 1991 in Kossen/Tyrol, Austria using sites in
Kossen and Walchsee. HQ will be Kossen-Grenzlandhalle.
Entry fee is approximately $1100 and covers accommodation
and breakfast from 1st to 14th July, transport to all take off areas,
shuttle service for retrieval and opening ceremony and good-bye
party. Deadline for entry fee is 1st April 1991. Data back
cameras will be used.

Golden XC Meet, Columbia Valley

Trophies and prizes to be advised at a later date.

USA Comp Dates

British Ladies' Championship, 25-58 May, Peak District
3rd British League, 14-17 June, Yorkshire Dales
League Final, 4-10 August, Laragne France
Bleriot Cup, 1-7 September, Yorkshire Dales

For more information interested pilots should contact Marie
Jeffery, Skysailor (066) 281991 or Birgit Svens on (08) 2721337

11th to 14th April, 1991 at Crescent Head.

Joe Scott
Skylimit Sports Aviation
113 Goulds Lane
Clybucca NSW 2440
Ph: 065 650042

(048) 834180 8am - 4pm

8 July 1991
Contact Peter Luke (604) 4774245 or Mark Tulloch (604)
3861630 for details.

Canadian Nationals
Okanagan Valley - Falkland and Lumby
22-29 July 1991
Contact Peter Luke (604) 4774245 or Mark Tulloch (604)
3861630 for details.

Rowan Watkins, All decked out ready for that 1200 + wingover!

Tow Meet, Hobbs, New Mexico
29 June 1991
Manufacturers' League Meet, Telluride,
Colorado
July 13-211991
US Team Meet, Dinosaur, Colorado
July 28 - August 21991
National Meet, Owens Valley, California
August 17-251991
For further information, contact Ian Jarman,
HGFA, (048) 834180.

British Comp Dates
1st British League, 11-14 April, South East
Wales
2nd British League, 4-7 May, Mid-Wales
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provide regular competition practice for experienced pilots, and
to offer new up and coming pilots a chance to develop better
cross country skills. We will be trusting in each pilot's honour
and integrity for rounding turn points and timing to goal. Cheats
only cheat themselves, and just stand to gain humiliation if
caught.

World Paragliding Championships
September 7th - 22nd, 1991

Alpes de Haute-Provence, France
North of Nice, approximately 2 hours by car

Further details from Rick Wilson (08) 3526562

Pilots without a pick-up will pay agree fees depending on the
distance they are returned by pickup vehicles. To preserve the
track to launch, wet weekends will be automatically cancelled.
Note however that it often can be raining on the coast and fine
with booming thermals over the range at Killarney, so a Darling
and Marinoa weather report on the ABC is best to listen to.

Insurance through Air Glaciers, which operates throughout
France can be obtained by sending details to Air Glaciers, 1950
Sion, France for approx. $20 Aust.

Killarney offers thrilling flying for _flatlands and mountains,
catering for most prevailing winds. If you like a challenge then
Killarney is the place to be.

A team will have six pilots from each country and there will be
no cut. Be prepared to land anywhere at anytime. Get a good
reserve and know how to use it. Be aware of launch winds in
excess of 30kmh and valley winds in excess of 60 kmh.

Killarney, SE Qld Competitions

For directions to the launch contact Jerry on (07) 2008209

There will be a regular competition run on the 1st and 3rd
Saturday of every month from February to November. Sunday
will be reserved for free flying or a short competition task for
those pilots wanting more.

See you there.
Jerry

Tasks will generally be open window, out and return or triangular courses. This will keep pick-ups within a reasonable area.
The task will be decided at an impromptu pilot meeting on
launch at lOam.
Pilots will need to be rated intermediate or advanced. They
should have a parachute, altimeter and suitable transceiver. A
1:250000 scale map of Warwick SH56-2 would really help.
Pilots fly for fun and glory. There will NO entry fee, and NO
prize money or prizes, as the aims of this competition are to

Dalrae Station

-

-

- - Help ! »...........:: . • • :.:: . .
More photos are neededfor SkY~ailorl
.

-

-

Do you have any fav~)Urit~. shots you'd like .tQshare .
members?
'
. -...
..-.They can be colour photos, black and white Or
please, please, as clear ancisharp
...Don't forget to en6iose a ~~amped, self-addressed
for their return.
............

home of the Coopla Cup, NSW
75 km west of Taree
N ow available:
new sic accommodation overlooking
the Coopla River
7 well insulated units, sleeping up to 4
persons, clubroom with TV, books,
games
swimming, fishing, bushwalking
farm activities
guided 4wd day trips
home-cooked meals available, if
required, BYO

Dalrae Station view to Cooplacurripa Valley

for inquiries and bookings call
Rolf or Renate on

Tel: 065 507596 from 7pm or 065 851001

Dalrae Station, Nowendoc Road via Mt George, NSW2424
February 1991
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GR06GLOCKNER by Robert Schroettner

"I've got this great idea".
Oh no. I knew that if I somehow, ever
lived through the latest one, I would
regret taking the bait.
"What?"
"We're going to fly from the highest
mountain in Austria, GroBglockner".
''With feathers or without?"
"You can stick feathers on your glider if
you want, but I don't think they'll help
you".
I quickly dropped the sarcasm, the nervous smile disappeared from my face,
when it begrudgingly sank in. Oh my god!
He's serious. I must admit, even though
it was crazy, it was a bloody good idea.
The first time I got a taste of
GroBglockner, was after the Austrian Nationals in Seeboden, Karnten, in August.
I first met Franz (a local flyer) there, and
after the competition, we, together with

Forrest Parkes, decided to fly off
GroBglockner. I always wanted to at least
see the highest mountain in Austria, and
Franz suggested that we should fly off the
tourist road that goes past it, while we're
there. We couldn't really put up a decent
argument against that. Even Forrest, not
having a glider, didn't help. So the next
morning, off we rocketed to the Glockner
Strape (road). The road winds up over a
pass, Hochtor, at 2575m (8,500ft). Its full
of tourists, buses, cars and grandfathers
on pushbikes determined to get over it.
On the side of the road are green alpine
meadows with a few small, granite cliffs
mixed in. You can park the car near some
tourist hotel and pick a take-off which
faces into the wind.
Except us that is. There's no take-off for
this wind direction today and it started to
drizzle rain. So reluctantly, but realistically, we headed back to Franz's local hill
(2000m, 6,600ft) for a late fly. After Franz
telling me that wind direction didn't matter, we drove to the top, and set up quickly, with the wind coming lightly up the
face. But it wasn't quite quick enough.
Just after setting up, the wind came from
over the back. We seemed to have tailwind on every take off. We packed up in
the dark, ate and drank, and at llpm,
started a 4 hour drive back to Windischgasten, on Auto Pilot (never driven
this way before. Even the Deepest Purple
couldn't shake me out of it. I kept thinking of that bloody mountain. Somehow, I
knew I was going to see it again.
After that, I went back to Karnten. I did
some flying with Franz and the local club

members in Villach, and Spittol. It was
then that Franz told me of his "great" idea.
The actual plan was to climb up the other
side, Ost Tirolean side, to a mountain hut
called Adlersruhe, (Eagles Cemetery,
great name, I hope it's not symbolic) at
3,454m (1l,400ft). Then dump the gear in
the hut, and continue on with a mountain
guide, to the summit at 3,797m (12,530ft).
Climb back down to the hut again, die
from exhaustion, try to sleep and wake up
alive the next morning and take off some
where near the hut. Oh yeah, I almost
forgot, we may as well fly back home to
Villach (lOOkms) to save us the drive.
The gliders were to be carried by a goodsonly lift to the hut. That was Plan A, Plan
B was - no Plan B, we just had to somehow
get up there and somehow fly down again.
As far as we knew, no one had ever flown
from there before; numerous sailplanes
have crashed into it and even more
numerous climbers have fallen off it. Now
you know why I get worried when Franz
gets a great idea.
Franz did all the organizing. First seeking
permission to fly, then permission, and
later, arranging for the transportation of
the gliders on the lift, and then accommodation in the hut on the planned dates.
Without all this, there's no chance of getting the gliders up there. He also organised a mountain guide, mountain
boots, crampons, climbing rope and
equipment, ice picks and backpacks. He
spoke to rescue helicopter pilots (who
often land near the hut, I didn't dare ask
why), sailplane pilots and mountain climbers who all had intimate knowledge of
the mountain and its weather, it seemed
that in theory it should be possible, although, everyone agreed that, perfect
weather was the absolute important factor which could make or break it. The
helicopter and sailplane pilots seemed to
cringe, every time we asked them about
wind and turbulence.
Even when there's a moderate wind, the
turbulence can get quite wild, causing
several sailplane crashes, resulting in
deaths and giving heavy helicopters hell,
when rotating and even flying.

The Gang. L. to R. Mandi, Peter, Leo, David, Franz, Astrid in
foreground. Summit behind Leo. Hut to the right of Franz. Photo
taken before glacier crossing.
10
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So we arranged the first date on the 9th
and 10th of September, in the middle of
the supposedly stable, high pressure system, Autumn season. Not much good for
thermals, with cross country flights being
fairly rare in Europe in this time. But this
was peak climbing time and we were told,
there's hundreds of people going up there
on a good day.

February 1991

The 3 'long' Foils on the lift disappearing into the blue
The actual climb is not supposed to be
technically difficult, but a good climber as
leader, and roping together on the last ice
section with crampons, is strongly advised
by everyone. The climb is rated as relatively light if you are fit. But I knew the
Austrian mountain climber's definition of
fit. And I knew there were even stranger
definitions of words like easy, hard and
pain. Franz and I agreed that we had to
go on a full fitness training program to
have any chance of surviving. The start of
this, funnily enough, kept getting delayed,
until it got to the point 2 weeks before
where we both realised it was too late - we
could forget about any vain hope of getting fit, and try to prepare ourselves mentally for an agonising time.
Shortly before the big day, the mountain
guide dropped out and as expected, so did
a lot of pilots. In the end, there was,
despite of all this do or die, a gang of
seven. They were Franz Pacheiner (the
now famous Franz), Peter Kumer
(talented member of the Austrian team),
Astrid Zlami (assistant extraordinaree),
Hermann Schausberger (known as
Mandi, damned if I know why), David
Schorkhuber, Leo ? (our adventurous
video operator) and little old me. This
left 5 pilots and as we were later to fmd
out 6 would have been one too many.

We all stayed overnight on Friday 8th in
Franz's parents' 'Gasthous' at 2000m
(6,600ft). We set off early on a blue sky,
windless morning to our known destination but an unknown destiny - we had two
cars and two drivers. We're not stupid.
Shortly before our selected bombout paddock at 1325m (4,370ft), we stopped at
Kals. Franz forgot his sunnies. I was glad
we remembered all the gliders.
Meanwhile Mandi happened to take a
quick glance at the village notice board.
On it, he read a conservative notice by the
authorities on parties attempting to scale
GroBglockner. It said, this should only be
attempted by experienced climbers, who
were fit and in good condition, only with
a very experienced mountain guide, and it
would take 6 hours to get to the hut, and
good luck. It was already lOam, Mandi
almost collapsed, he couldn't believe
what he let himself in for. What hope had
we, none of us climbers, no mountain
guide and already behind time, even
without unloading the gear? Typical
hang gliding day, I thought. He thought
we would require all our quark, strength
and charm, or a large brick through the
head, so we wouldn't feel anything from
now on.
~~~~

When we got to the lift there was no one
there, of course. Franz, Peter and Astrid
drove back to the Gasthous (Pub), found
him, reminded him of our arrangement
and shouted him a few quick ones. When
they all turned up again, we found the lift
to be a steel cable disappearing into the
sky, with an old wooden box just big
enough for a klafsky harness. We ask him
if he thought the gliders would survive.
Stupid question! He said he wouldn't
guarantee it, if we didn't short pack them.
I showed David how to short pack his Foil.
Peter short packed his Vega MX (no relation to the atomic warhead missile).
Franz being naturally lazy, decided not to
short pack. I being just as lazy and, figuring that the two 160 Foils were longer than
my 150, so if anything should happen, it
should happen to them, didn't short pack
either. The operator started the 'dak dak'
motor and we somehow loaded up the 3
long Foils and harnesses on the carriage
and watched them disappear into the blue
yonder, wondering if we'd even see them
again. Next, the two short packed gliders,
with harnesses stuffed with a few cold
ones (we heard a beer was 550s (A$5.50)
up there). We then argued as to who
would carry what. In the end we gave up
and grabbed what we thought was ours, or
what we wanted to be yours. I couldn't
believe it, we were fmally on our way. On
the road to nowhere. It was 1pm, I knew
it was going to be a long day.
We had 8km and 1500m to climb. There
was only one thing to do, just shove it
brother, just keep walking. The day was
quite warm, and with the steepness of the
climb, we were developing a good sweat.
Just like any hang glider pilot worth his
salt, I always had one eyeball on the
ground in front of me, and one pointed up
towards the sky. Ever since 10 in the
morning, we had had perfect cumulus
clouds, hardly moving their position as far
as you could see. Their bases were well
over the summit; I estimated 4,500m
(14,860ft) - not bad for a European
Autumn, I thought. Every time I saw this
my next few steps were elongated. We
were constantly being passed by
grandmothers and small children on their

...., . " " " " " " . " . ,..., ....................•••
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We got the word "go" from our weather
man Kurt Panasch who, from all accounts,
does an excellent job in international
competition (Kossen Worlds 1985, Mt
Buffalo Worlds 1988, and European
Championships 1988). This time he was
the same; perfectly accurate. I wonder
how much we'd have to pay him to open
up a Stanwell Park or Mt Blackheath
weather forecast?

At the tollgate, we told:
"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
the wrinkled, wind:
:
beaten old man that we : $105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
only required a ticket :
Wrap-around, metal or plastiC frames
:
for going to the moun- :
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
tain and not one for :
:
coming back. He just :
shook his head and said :
.
"that's impossible, what :
DeniS ummlngs
PO Box 741
goes up, must come:
:I
down', and then mut- :
Byron Bay 2481
:
tered
something
about
:
Ph
(066)
856287
b 10 od y tour is ts. I l ______________________________________________________ ..J
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way down, always smiling. I couldn't see
what was so funny; in fact, it was bloody
depressing, as I was flat out breathing let
alone smiling and greeting everyone.
Once we got to the stiidlhulte, the nonserious tourists disappeared. From now
on, everyone else, except us, looked like
mountain climbers. But we still didn't get
rid of grandmothers and 7 year old kids!
I took off first from the stiidlhulte worried
that if I waited any longer my legs would
size up. After a very steep climb of 150m
plagued with loose rock, I got to the first
snow and ice, a glacier crossing. Wearing
good old tennis shoes, I put it in 4WD and
over took a group of serious swiss who
with heavy leather boots on, looked down
at my feet in total disgust, and naturally
said nothing. After a kilometre of the
glacier crossing, they got their own back.
The traction on ice was the same for any
shoe, I thought, virtually none. The crossing was mostly flat, so I thought I had no
disadvantage. But then the snow got wet
and deeper, so I had to wait for Franz,
who had my boots. But that was alright I had his ice pick and anorak.
After that, the climb started getting incredibly hard, due to the wet snow, its
steepness, and altitude. One step forward, a half a step slipped backwards and
worse of all, down. The heavy boots,
seemed to weigh a ton after the tennis
shoes and I could swear someone added
weight (probably snow) to my backpack.
After 15 steps we had to stop and breathe
heavy for a while. Trouble was, after
every stop, it was almost impossible to get
started again. The last few stops, I told
Franz we had to leave out, otherwise we
would never start again. Somehow we got
to the point where the snow stopped and
the almost vertical rock cliff started. We
stopped and rested, getting rid of those
bloody cans in my backpack. Leo haq
already scaled the cliff and was at the hut;
I couldn't believe it, what a mountain
goat! I felt like a dead goat. He was
waiting there to fUm us as we came staggering up, breathless. He's got a sick
sense of humour that boy. While munching on Mars bars someone shouted "Oh
no, the camera".
''Whose camera?" Ever had the feeling
that you knew the answer to a question,
but you wish you didn't?
Watching the camera hurdle down the
70° slope we had laboured up, I said nothing and listened to the running commentary.
"Its heading straight for the crevasse".
Oh joy, what joy, now I don't have to go
down and get it.
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The tough section and the glacieer crossing
"What incredible luck, its stopped 1m
before the crevasse in the glacier".
I don't like people who are sarcastic. I
was seriously considering leaving it there.
Why couldn't it have fallen into the
crevasse? Stupid camera, its going to
have to get a thoroughly good thrashing
when I get down there. I muttered things
under my breathe and climbed down and
back up the 60 meters.
The cliff had a rusty old cable going up it,
so you could relieve you legs a bit. It was
a lot better than the snow section as you
didn't waste any energy slipping back. In
fact, if you slipped, you wouldn't need any
energy ever again. I staggered to the hut.
The last few meters I had cramps in my
thighs but I kept going as Leo was filming.
I collapsed by the hut, breathless, stretching my legs but they still had cramps so I
quickly folded them again. All I could
think of was that the Reinhold Messner
must be some sort of animal. I'll take my
hat off to him. But somehow it felt so
wonderful; we'd made it, we had actually
made it; and the view... The harder ~
goal the better it feels when its achieved.
I laid back, soaking up the sun and breathing in that luxury of crisp, thin alpine air.
I was in bliss, until ...
"Hey Bob, one of the gliders is damaged,
guess who's? But its O.K., I think it will
still fly".
At first I refused to believe it, putting it
down to that sick sense of Austrian
humour again. I switched off and went
back to bliss. Finally I thought I better go
and check anyway, as they had stopped
laughing. There was the 150 with a 2m rip
in the bag and a 15cm rip in that nice
shiny, mylar leading edge. Oh god!
There goes any hope of breaking even on
the resale of the glider. We took 41f2
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hours of climbing - not bad at all. Mandi
was quite relieved and he, Peter and
Astrid powered on the last section. It was
much too late for the summit attempt.
And frankly I would not attempt it
without 3 hours rest. Leo had a half go at
it, but turned back. Maybe tomorrow
morning. Yeah, if we get up real early....
The sun was setting on a perfect day, in a
perfect place. Those cus never went
away; without losing their ideal shape,
they only got bigger and hovered over us
like Vogong Spaceships.
At night we got stuck into the speck
(smoked bacon) and the boys and girls,
got stuck into the beer, figuring if they
would drink enough, they should be able
to sleep. Everyone told us its hard to get
sleep here. I didn't think the 3,454m
(1l,400ft) up here woq}.d be that bad, but
climbing up here you certainly notice the
air is thinner.
The hut has 300 beds, I reckon there were
301 people. The rooms were large and
full of beds. It was so cold that I put on
every scrap of clothing I had, and was still
cold. That, together with out of 301
people, someone was always snoring, arguing or rustling around looking for
sleeping tablets, while muttering that
everyone else should stop making a noise
so they could get some sleep. And I
thought the boys had made it up about not
sleeping, so they had an excuse to booze
on.
The climbers heading for the summit
started leaving at 4am, so by dawn a lot
were gone. The sun warmed the room
slightly, I looked out the window.
Another beautiful day. I finally fell asleep.

To be continued next issue ...
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS REPORTS #3
JANUARY91
It seems as if summer is nearly over, two
comps behind us and the national team
pilots performing with consistency... a
good sign for the World Championships.
In fact by the time you read this they will
be well on their way to Brazil, getting into
the hard grind of competition preparation.
We all wish them a safe and sucessful
competition and hopefully a return with
the Gold Medal and re-instatement of
Australia as the leading nation in Hang
Gliding.
HGFAOFFICE
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE HGFA
ADDRESS IS NO LONGER SPORTS
HOUSE.
ALL MAIL ,RATINGS, MEMBERSHIPS, STMS ETC SHOULD ALL GO
TO:
PO Box 4, Exeter NSW 2579
PHONE; 048 834180
(between 8.00 amd 4.00 EST Mon-Fri)
The memberships are coming in steadily
now and it is time that we worked hard to
provide the services and fellowship that
an organisation such as ours has to offer.
CLUBS now need to become more active,
to take a bigger role.
Last year two clubs ran State Competitions, the Canungra Club ran the SE Old
Titles, and the Sutton Forest Flyers ran
the NSW State € omp at Tumut... .. these
comps were no only organisationaly successful but operated on very small
budgets saving you money through
reduced entry fees.
I suppose it is appropriate that at the
NSW Comps the new Champion Club
Trophy was won by the Canungra Pub
Club, from SE Old .... I hope that club
spirit can be engendered through this new
aspect to competition and that clubs
begin to train and send their minimum of
4 pilots to comps so that they are in the
running for the trophy. Congratulations
to the Canungra Crew.
At the risk of blowing our own horn I have
included a copy of a letter sent to the
Sutton Forest Club,.. .it is reassuring that
not only are there clubs out there doing
positive things for our sport but there are
people who are willing to show their appreciation. This is also important... .. everyone needs to be encouraged
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when they are giving of their own time and
energy.
There are a host of activities that clubs
can provide for their members, and I
would hope that as the regional concept
becomes more clearly understood that
the local Club will emerge as the driving
force.
I am sure that the Northern Beaches Club
would welcome enquiries from any club
looking for ways of encouraging membership involvement... ..1 am impressed by the
programme of events they organised last
year and encouraged by the numbers that
attend their meetings.

If your club is planning an activity let us
all know, advertise it in advance ...... the
communication of ideas will spark off a
land slide of activity around the country.
But remember , you must contribute
youself..don't wait for someone else to do
it....get together with your friends and
make things happen for your club and for
our sport.
That about wraps up my New Years message. These are hard times for small organistaions, but be positive .... think not
what can the HGFA do for me, but what
can I do for my sport.
I wish you all safe and enjoyable flying in
'91.
Ian Jarman (Executive Director)

Copy of letter
5 Mills St, Hackett ACT 2602
11 December 1990

to make things work against all odds. I
urge all members to become involved with
your club as everyone will benefit.
I wish your club well, and wish all a Merry
Christmas and a high airtime new year.
Enclosed is a small donation to help the
club pursue a worthy cause.
Yours sincerely
Paul Geissler
Steve Fischer

Stop Press
The World Freestyle Masters Championships, scheduled to be held at
Crescent Head, April 11th to 14th
1991, has hit a SNAG!
NO MAJOR SPONSOR
So we have had to postpone the
event. We will find a sponsor out
there somewhere in this wonderful
economic climate!!
The new date will be in OctoberlNovember 1991.
NEVERFEAR ...

The Australian
Freestyle
Extravaganza
will go on instead!!!
Open to all, first come, first served ...

Secretary
Sutton Forest Flyers
PO Box 513
MITTAGONG NSW 2575

The dates are 11th to 14th April,
1991 and the venue is Crescent Head.

Dear David

Entry fee of $50 is payable to
Skylimit Sports Aviation and will
secure your position in the compo

Congratulations on your successful fly-in
at Tumut 24/25th November. With the
staggering number of pilots that turned
up it was disappointing the weather
wasn't better, however the intermediate
theory session was extremely valuable.
It's always good to see pilots develop and
willing to learn in every aspect of our
sport.
The Sutton Forest Flyers is the most enthusiastic and dynamic club I have seen it is a credit to all involved, especially
considering the large geographic spread
of membership. Success of this magnitude is only a result of a concerted effort
SKYSAILOR

So come one, come all!!
Trophies and prizes to be advised at
a later date.
For more information or if YOU
want to help/sponsor etc, please contact:
Joe Scott
Skylimit Sports Aviation
113 Goulds Lane
Clybucca NSW 2440
Ph: 065 650042
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Boxing Day saw the roads leading to
Bright dotted with cars loaded with
gliders and pilots eager to try the skies
around Mt Buffalo and Mt Emu. A number had arrived early enough to get a
sample of crystal clear, Blue conditions,
good lift and buoyant air.
The entries for this year's Oz Nationals
had quite an international flavour with
pilots form France, Germany, Great
Britain, Scotland, Sweden, Japan, New
Zealand and the USA, as well as a solid
contingent from Oz. Tomas Suchanek
returned to defend his title and Team Oz
was there to hone their skills for the
Worlds in Brazil. Everybody was hoping
for less wind then they had in Tumut.
The scheduled first day was overcast and
raining so everyone was put on hold with
their fingers crossed. The organisers put
the ftnal touches on the seeding for the
two groups and Friday 28th we got a start.
Round 1: With a forecast of moderating
westerlies, a high inversion and some convection, Yellow group went to Mt Emu
under the care of Dermot Meaney and
Blue group headed off to Mt Buffalo with
Ric Caster in charge at the ramp. Both
groups used Gundowring as a turn point
with Mt Beauty airstrip as goal. 73km for
Yellow and 83km for Blue.
Conditions were reported as 'interesting'
with pilots telling of sessions of heavy sink
and weightlessness. Finger prints were
seen pressed into some base bars.
In Yellow group Steve Moyes, Carl
Braden and Danny Scott were the Top
Three. Tomas Suchanek, Alan Beavis
and Yoshikatu Tonomura filled the
places in Blue.
Round 2; The second flying day saw
similar conditions and the 2 groups swapping hills. Blue group flew from Mt Emu
to Gundowring North and back to Mt
Beauty while Yellow group did a repeat
of Blue's task from the day before. Alan
Beavis won the day in Blue group with
Mort and Tomas close behind. Danny
Scott showed the way for Yellow with
Dave Adams and Carl Braden hot on his
heels.

party zone. Mick O'Dowd won in Yellow
and Tomas won Blue.
Round 4: New Year's Eve gave us our
first real change of weather with Cu's
popping at 9.30. Blue group flew from Mt
Emu but when Yellow got to the launch
at Mt Buffalo, conditions were too strong
to launch safely so the group moved to
Bright Hill, a 1500 foot clear plantation
site right behind Bright.
Blue's task from Mt Emu went around a
turnpoint at Myrtleford with goal at
Bright, and Yellow was sent straight line
to goal just past Taylors Gap, 41km headwind. The Cu's were everywhere with
strong overdevelopment near Bogong
and Harrietville. Later a big Cu Nim
brewed over Mt Buffalo and dumped on
Bright. The headwind put everybody on
the deck and 19 form each group bombed
out. Drew Cooper won Blue group for
267 points and Carl Braden got 423 points
for his fly ahead of the storm in Yellow
group.
After the first four rounds all the scores
were normalised and the cut was made
with the top 21 from each group making
up the fmals group. Tomas Suchanek and
Carl Braden were the top scorers with
Steve Moyes, Alan Beavis and Danny
Scott close behind.
Round 5: The 1st round of the fmals saw
both groups flying off Mt Buffalo with the
top group flying first. With promising
conditions and some nice Cus, a task to
Bullioh was called. 18 of the top group
made the 73km task with only 10 making
less than halfway. The second group
didn't fare so well with none making goal.

Round 6: This day saw the longest task of
the compo Turnpoints at Glen Creek,
Coral Bank and Eurobin with the goal at
Bright. Task length was 90Akm. Quite a
few pilots made the last turnpoint but only
Drew Cooper and Steve Moyes made
goal. Steve did the course in 4 hours 12
minutes.
Round 7: With a WNW wind and Cus
popping, the second group set up at
Bright Hill and the top group did the same
after it was seen that Buffalo was unflyable.
The second group flew first on a course to
Harrietville and back to Bright. The
headwind in the Harrietville Valley put all
of them on the deck. The top group set
off in a straight line to Moyhu, some 56km
headwind. Most ended up around
Eurobin, but Steve Blenkinsop, Mark
Newland and Steve Moyes made goal.
Unfortunately that was the end of the
flying as Friday was fmally called off at
3.30 after a long wait for conditions to
ease and Saturday ended up being rain~d
out.
The competition was a success with good
consistent flying paying off for Steve
Moyes. Data back cameras proved their
worth and they are sure to be used again.
My own thanks to Steve Ruffells and all
others who worked so hard and to those
pilots who gave us all such good entertainment.

David Payne, UK at Mt Emu, 1990 Nationals - p Lee-ann Monks

Round 3: Conditions were still inverted
and mostly blue again. Yellow group
flying from Mt Emu set an 80km task
around turn points at Gundowring and
Eurobin and into a goal at Bright for the
first time. Blue group went to Harrietville, Eurobin and into Bright, a distance
of 76km. This day saw a total of 28 pilots
make goal, some after 4 or 5 hours in the
air. The landing zone looked more like a
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Australian Nationals Scores
Pilot
Steve Moyes
Tomas Suchanek
Carl Braden
Danny Scott
Drew Cooper
Steve Blenkinsop
Alan Beavis
Mark Newland
MickO'Dowd
Ken Hill
Dave Adams
Rohan Holtkamp
Terry Renolds
Michael Zupanc
Gal)' Fimeri
Grant Heaney
Geoff Tulloch
Peter Aitken
Yoshikatu
Tonomura
20. Ross Wilkinson
20. Ross Wilkinson

1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Prev Rnd1

Rnd2

Rnd3

Glider

Final
Points

Pilot

Prev Rndl

Rnd2

Rnd3

Glider

2961
3000
2803
2556
2396
2828
2148
2631
1986
2078
2459
1953
2060
2120
2168
2613
1817

773
892
858
1000
844
742
780
812
866
920
812
701
892
964
832
792
399
763

1000
629
793
701
965

XS 155
XS 155
Foil
Foil
XS169
Rumour
Foil
Foil
XS 155
Foil
XS155
1
EF 8 12
TRXC
XS 142
XSR145
XS 142
Foil
XS 155

5647
5283
5215
4981
4929
4864
4821
4702
4268
4208
4107
4004
3996
3962
3944
3941
3915
3895

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

2479
1896
1827
1960

432
315
381
460

467
595
594
300

251
336
336
279

Magic IV 3629
3142
3138
2999

1802
1526
1495

338

658
774
248
614
515
594
629
631
515
674
594
793

913
762
564
477
564
1000
555
968
523
688
702
250
522
307
477
307
309
522

2317
2372
2372

338
371
371

596
595
595

539
335
335

XS 142
XS 155
XS155

3790
3673
3673

445
416
513
265
595
541
301
231
541
631
246
4
354
302
160
4
233
199

310
656
336
356
195
307
252
5
251
251
335
5
352
248
389
5
336
273

3000

726

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Ian Benbow
George Kambas
RobRuge
Christian Voiblet
Markus
Hanfstangel
Dave Staver
Garth Wimbush
Rick Martin
Tim Osborn
Rob Hibberd
Jules Makk
Rick Duncan
Toni Noud
KozoAbe
Atushi Tomihara
Ian Jarman
Geoff Dossetor
Hiro Hashimoto
Don Bums
Don Rottman
Graham Kohr
Bill Gordon

1m
1817
1535
1858
1469
1537
1377
1554
2041
1471
1448
1668
2304
1339
1333

288

478
400
152
322
288

947
298
332
452
410
274
392
115
2
115
167

Final
Points

2895
2886

2822
2793
2759
2705
2699
2652
2627
2591
2587
2460
2451
2390
2332
2315
2023
1972

GARRY STEVENSON
34 Cambra Road, Belmont,GEELONG, Vic.
Ph 018 351 389, AH/Fax 052 432185
Onshore Paragliders are pleased to announce a range of fully certified
paragliders for 1991.
Manufactured by Paracond Corporation and currently being sold in
Europe, The U.S.A., and Japan. The prime concern is safety first and
performance second. All paragliders have passed the certification
standards of Gutesiegel (Germ./Swit.), PI (J ap.) and AcfpulsCFr.).
For the complete beginner. Easy to launch and fly. Modest performance with pricing to match, the Jet and Duck models are
a good point to start. More than 2500 sold over the last 3 years, the paraglider has proved an ideal learning canopy. Priced
from $1790-2040.
For the intermediate pilot. Just as easy to launch and fly as the Jet and Duck but with a glide ratio of 5:1. The FD/Jaguar is
forgiving enough to be used by complete beginners and continue with enough
performance to satisfy intermediate pilots. 3200 sold over the last two years. Also available in polyester and priced from
$2245-2395.
1

For advanced pilots who demand a paraglider to suit all conditions. The Psychic canopy has exceptional wind penetration
and stability in strong gusty conditions. Whether ridge soaring or thermalling, the Psychic is a very versatile paraglider. 650
sold since 1989. Priced from $2490-2575.
For the ultimate in performance the Malibu has few peers. A glide ratio of 6.6 on the Malibu 23 ensures lift on the lightest
breeze. It can be ridge soared on as little as 5-8 knts! Accelerator system allows good penetration in stronger winds. An
exceptional thermalling paraglider the Malibu is for the pilot who demands the best possible performance without sacrificing
safety from the latest designs. Available only this year, 210 Malibu's have been sold already. Priced from $2925-$3045.

Also available in Tandem and Competition Models
A Recreational Paragliding Licence Is Required For Any Purchase
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Raffie Results

FA! Update
F AI notification of record claim (not
yet certified)
Aero de France
Class 0-3 PG
Distance in straight line - 150 kms
Pilot: X. Raymond, France
In Namibia, 10th December 1990
Denis Cummings
F AI Co-Ordinator
Remember: F AI Badge and Records
Info Sheet available for $10.00 from:
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
BYRON BAY NSW 2481
Ph (066) 856287

National Team Fund Raffle
Overseas air ticket was won by John
Fielder of Mackay, Queensland

Dave Allen Assistance Fund
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Garry Fimed
David McLosky
Ken Fairbairn
Ken Fairbairn
Jim Sherlock
Steve Hoefs
Brian Hampson
Gunther Hoffman
Andrew Fock
IanLobb
TonyKJemm
Don Farrar
F.D. Nicholson

Accident Report
Pilot:
Rating:
Glider:
Date:
Site:
Conditions:

Helmut Schrodel
Advanced
Funfex
11.7.90
Yanchep - low coastal
12 to 15 knots - direction 0° to
10° off
Spinal concussion

Pilot Injury:
Cause of
Accident:
Glider
damage:

Unlucky circumstances
Broken upright, broken leading
edge at right wing tip

There were two of us and we decided that I would
launch first. The other pilot (intermediate) was my
launchperson. I clipped in, made a hang-check and
he held the front wires as we taxied over the grassy
plateau towards the edge of the 10 metre high dune.
Near the edge I put down the glider in order to
stabilize it; lifted it again - it felt okay - and asked
for "clear". My launchman would not release, as in
his opinion, he felt too much load (Lift) on the front
wires. Nothing lost, I put the glider back down; then
picked it up again trying to level the wings. Suddenly
my launchman lost his foothold by accidently step.ping over the wind-eroded edge of the dune. Trying
to keep his balance, he pulled the nose wires with
him whilst falling backwards over the edge. Being
pulled forward over the edge, I lost my balance. At
this moment the left wing had moved well into the
lift. The front wires having escaped my
launchman's grip, with one knee on the speed bar,
I was rapidly lifted off the ground. With the right
wing close to the ground and the left wing climbing
into a steep wing-over, I was flung upwards in a big
are, hanging onto the uprights.
The glider travelled approximately 15 metres
downwind and the rest was like a dive into an empty
pool. The impact, despite sandy ground, was colossal. Thanks to my full-face helmet, I did not suffer
any head injuries. The impact force was taken by
the spine.
I must have been unconscious for a short while and
the most frightening experience after I realised I
was alive was that I could not feel any part of my
body for approximately 5 minutes. Gradually the
feeling returned and my immense fear of being
paralysed was replaced by welcoming pain.
I spent 3 days in hospital, having arrived there by
ambulance. The large number of x-rays and scans
did not reveal any fractures. I had been extremely
lucky to have been only temporarily paralysed.
After 9 weeks of still feeling sore, I try to come to
terms with how it could have been avoided, other
than not to have gone flying that day. I cannot help
thinking that with hang-gliding, whether in the short
or long term, for whatever reason, every pilot will
get hurt and if one is unlucky it might be serious.

,
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1990 SAHGA
Spring Comps

over the back for the next hour with pilots
who launched late doing consistently bet ter than early starters. Sky hero Gary
Fimeri got to within 1 km of the goal and
then couldn't get past some major power
lines to land short.

by Jules Makk

Round 8: Barn Hill again again. EArly
promising looking Cus dissolved too soon
as the high was over us and we lobbed over
the back when the sea breeze hit with a
goal set for Yongala, approx. 80 kms.
Andy Watson launched late and got the
furthest.

Round 7: Barn Hill again with too much
east in it to launch. We waited as visiting Round 9: Barn Hill and the best Cus
convection analyst Ian Lambert from the (though very aver age) we'd seen for
Alice told us he hated the air; it never got weeks of blue stable skies. The sea breeze
better until a thunderstorm and lightning came in and away we went. Pilots leading
came in from the west and sent us packing the comp, Gary Fimeri, Paul Kelley and
Round 1: 30-35 knots SW saw us drive to pronto.
Julius Makk went into race mode too soon
"schoolgirl corner", an intersection in r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , and also hit the deck too soon and more
between two of our flying sites awaiting
__ c..v ~8-":'C<..IC~!>~u \-. .J
conservative pilots moved ahead when
some change. The hackey bag came
- ~I.N~~(... ~ " "
they made goal at Spalding 85 kms
out and so did the velcro gloves; with
rr
\
away. 250 points between 1st and 5th
no sign of improvement the day closed
I
places.
at 4pm and we returned to Bute Sports
Club and devoured everything in sight.
Round 10: The last day was a blast day;
SW 25-35 knots as we sat at the bottom
Round 2: A high sat on top of SA and
of Barn Hill and then moved to thefront
we sat on top ofBarn Hill with the wind
slope of Lochiel and sat around there
too. Some pilots opted to go home and
swinging 360°. A 50km task set to
others did not set up as the cry from
Gladstone and we were away as the sea
some of "too strong" and others of "we
breeze hit. The air was crappy with
elusive thermals that dissolved when
can do it" had us deliberating. So the
they reached a low inversion. Best distask was set at least and the window
open in anticipation of an improvetance 30 kms by Mark Bradbrook.
Round 3: A moderate to fresh easterly
ment. Paul Kelley launched and lobbed
over the back too low and got caught in
sent us to Pt Pass with a 95 km goal set
a rotor and some sink. Chris Charters
to Bute, straight down wind. People
followed and got further. I launched
bombed as the wind turned SE and
and found penetrating the "ind very
lucky others scrabbled away in punchy
difficult and though to myself that the
broken-up thermals as Julius Makk
round would not be valid in these con~
made goal with Mark Bradbrook 3 kms
away cross wind.
ditions. However I climbed straight
into wind up a thermal out in front and
/ N c_..
got 2500 ATO where the air was superRound 4: Winds ESE to SE and we
00 'I6u
bly smooth. Others launched after I
went up to Barn Hill. Strong winds
encountered on launch as we watched
et-lO'-' ~w
had landed at the bottom and lobbed
... . T<> 1"17"- PI 'lover the back to attempt the distance .
pre-frontal cloud formations to the
. f\S ~f,:)"t.
. h n1
alf the pilots launching but
south and sea breeze convergence to
WIt
0 Yh
the north. A classic Barn Hill day; the
most attempting the task made it clear
that this was to become a valid round.
day turned out to be a real cracker with
big thermals to 8,500 on the way to
Peter Bolton and Gary Fimeri making
Nelshaby, 53 kms. 9 pilots made goal
goal to move up to 1st and 2nd.
with Chris Charters the fastest time,
making use of a line of convergence
A well worded protest reached me the
between SW sea breeze and SE winds.
next day. Thanks go to Paul Mollison,
Craig Worth and Ian Jarman who, as an
uninvolved committee all voted the
Round 5: Super stable until the strong
sea breeze hit, then it was super crapround valid. The Meet Director had
py, a triangle form Barn Hill to Narridy
become the meat in the sandwich once
again due to a misunderstanding and a
and Koolunga and return to take off.
Gary Fimeri got around turn point 1
technicality in the rules.
and half way to turn point 2 for the day;
everybody struggled in the ripped up
I had originally targeted this competilift.
tion at lower rated pilots benefitting
more. 9 identical pewter mugs went to
1st, 2nd and 3rd as well as encourageRound 6: Back on BArn Hill with a
ment awards.
task set; turnpoint 1 at Narridy and
goal at Wirrabarra, 72kms. As usual
Some of us found we had to re-Iearn a
the thermals on launch were the only
flying site we thought we knew and
good ones compared to the deception
others actually experienced it for the
that lurked just over the back as the sea
first time.
breeze hit on launch and we got up and
away. It also clean swiped everything

Its spring in Croweaters corner and
Hayfever Hell for some; out of 10 rounds
set (5 weekends in a row) we had 9 flying
days.

>

t
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Inaugural Newcastle to Crescent Head Trike Rally
With the highways in the condition they
are, there is only one way to take delivery
of your new Trike ... fly it home.
With that problem out of the way and a
few trike pilots keen for a run, the First
Newcastle to Pleasant Heads trike rally
and competition was organised.
Add a $100 open order from Benchmark
of Kempsey and a bottle of Moet champagne from the Crescent Head Tavern for
prizes and we had a real comp on our
hands.
The flrst segment was a navigation exercise designed to:
1. Get us there; and
2. Improve pilots' navigation ability and
confldence.
Six trikes left from newcastle, early Saturday morning (after lots of bad language
whilst changing a leaky radiator and a flat
tyre) at approx. 7 am (ETD was flrst light
5.30am!). All trikes landed at Old Bar
and with a hand from local Mud, some
trikes refuelled and a few locals experienced their flrst trike flights.
Next stop Lee Scott's new strip ... bit
rough yet but has potential. From Lee's,
seven trikes took off with Luke Carmody
learning a valuable practical lesson about
altitude density. Shane Moore joined the
convoy.
Around the new Port Macquarie AFIZ
onto Telegraph point and Pete Wilson

The Edge, Kempsey Airport

Wendell Judd over Rystone
put down next to the servo to top up with
fuel.
Onto Crescent Head and we found the
airstrip well mown, thanks to Ian Walton,
the land owner. With the wind at 060
lOkts the cross strip was used, not before
a few bounces form the rotor.
The sight of seven trikes safely landed at
Crescent Head was a sight to behold indeed. This was the longest flight made by
three pilots and a realisation that it's not
that far or hard after all ... when planned!
Lunch at the Tav an i then the competition starte, 1in earnest.
Task 1. Tomh and go ..
Marker 20 metres apart
Three wheels down and then
off within the defmed area 100
pts
Two wheels down and then off
within the deflned area 80 pts
Land in defmed area but overshoot 30 pts
Undershoot 0 pts
After four rounds:
Russell Duncan
Pete Wilson
Richard Snedden
Joe Scott 2
Chris Rowbottom
Luke Carmody

18

300 pts
280 pts
230 pts
00 pts
160 pts
DNF

Joe Scott
Richard Snedden
Rus Duncan
Peter Wilson
Chris
Luke

17 mts and 60 mts
19 mts and 43 mts
20.5 mts &
undershoot
23 mts and 37 mts
DNF
DNF

When the scores were tallied, the navigation factor entered into the computer,
Ron, we decided one chap had had one
hell of a day ...
He was the last to arrive at the take off
strip, had stuffed around with flat tyres,
left last in a slow trike, arrived at Old Bar
with very little fuel, but quick. Refuelled
but not full ... she'll be right ... almost ran
out of fuel and landed at a servo ... flnally
made it to Crescent Head only to fmd
someone taking off in front of him to show
the cross strip landing ... then proceeded
to take out flrst place by beating all the
hotshots in their new flash aircraft!!! Yes,
one hell of a day ...
1st place, Peter Wilson, $100 open order
from Benchmark.
2nd place, Rus Duncan, Moet champagne from Crescent Head Tavern
3rd place, equal Richard Snedden and
Joe Scott.

Benchmark of
Kempsey and Crescent Head
Tavern for so readily coming up with

I would like to thank

Task 2. Spot landing and short
rollout.

prizes and a special thank you to Ian Walton for the use of his strip and for having
it mown so well for us.

Engine off above 500 ft and
cross a marker before touching
down and stop rolling ASAP.

A very enjoyable (if exhausting) day was
had by pilots and locals alike. We leant a
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lot about our craft and that competitions
in these machines are very valid and important to improving one's skills. The
sky's around Crescent Head have never
before been filled so colourfully and spectacularly.
As a resuit of this little comp, I have been
approached to organise and run the National Trike Championships. I am interested and keen to do this so therefore
would like some response form trike
pilots. I envisage a similar comp with
precision flying, cross country navigation

(to a destination then camp there for the
night), time estimates and speed calculation competition. Yes, not just flying
tasks but paper work as well!!
Even a freestyle segment. NOT and I
stress NOT aerobatics but more like
aerial ballet. Hopefully to find the BEST
all round trike pilot in Australia at this
stage.
I need:
A computer whizz kid to work out a valid
scoring system;
a task committee;

scorers, judges (probably ourselves), helpers and competitors.
A SPONSOR to come up with some prize
money too!! If you can help or wish to
compete, please contact me at:
Sky Limit Sports Aviation
113 Goulds Lane
Clybucca Via Kempsey NSW 2440
Ph (065) 650042 or (02) 5690940
The Sky's the limit; take it to the limit!

Hang Gliding - The Girlfriends Point Of View
I'm one of those girls some call a hang
gliding widow. My boyfriend, Rick, loves
the sport and I tag along to do the driving.
Although I don't necessarily admit it, I
enjoy the hang gliding expeditions too. Its
a good excuse to drop the routine, get into
the bush and do some camping. Hang
gliding can also be a good way to meet
people, but you have to be wary of those
who know no other language than the big
HG.

"Oh yes, there's a bloke here today looking for someone to take up," said Don.
"Umm, arr, well he wouldn't take a
stranger up," I said suddenly wishing I
hadn't brought up the topic.
"Oh yea, he's keen, he wouldn't mind
taking you up."
"Hmm, well I suppose I could talk to him,
maybe he'd take me up another day."

I must admit I sometimes wonder just
what it is that makes normal, intelligent
people sit around mountains for hours,
even days so that they can jump into the
air. And of course they expect their
girlfriends, boyfriends or any other sucker, to drive miles to collect them.
Last season, I went to considerable effort
to find someone with a kite suitable for
two-up so that I could see what it was like.
My efforts were unsuccessful and I gave
up hope of ever understanding the fascination with flying.
Our first hang gliding weekend this
season took us to Airies Inlet on the south
coast of Victoria. Rick ummed and arred,
checked everything three times and was
fmally ready to take off. It was a cold,
windy day and I was looking forward to
reading the papers from the comfort of
the car.
But no Rick had other ideas - he wanted
photos. So I left my cosy nest and
scrambled half way down the hill to get
the "best possible angle". He took off and
I was left with muddy knees.
So I figured I may as well overcome my
shyness and chat to this rather inoffensive
looking chap who told me his name was
Don. Soon I ran out of things to say, so to
keep the conversation going I innocently
asked, "Do you know anyone who takes
people up two-up".
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Anyway I told them what I was looking for
and Mad Dog Mike said he'd take me up.
We went up the hill and as he was setting
up I really started to panic. It all seemed
a bit too casual - too many jokes about
missing bits and the last girl he took up
throwing up the whole time.
I wasn't going to pike out now - I knew if
I didn't do it spontaneously like this, I'd
never go up. Eventually, after freezing in
the wind for God knows how long, we
were ready to take off.

Before I knew it we were in the air.
It was great - just like being in a plane
without the glass between me and the sky.
I was shivering but I convinced myself it
was just the cold. I felt really safe. Mad
Dog Mike appeared to know what he was
doing. That was until I realised it was very
quiet. Rick's hang glider has all these
things that wizz, pop and tweet.
"Umm Mike, where are all your instruments?"

Mad Dog Mike (Mike Slape) - p
by Lee-Ann Monks
"Yea, he's down at the beach. He's got a
beard, nice bloke," said Don.
"OK then, what's his name?"
"Ask for Mad Dog Mike."
So off I drove wondering how the hell he
got that nick name. I tried to call Rick on
the radio to see what he thought of this
.i dea. He was having so much fun he hadn't
thought to turn the radio on.
I got to the beach and found two blokes
with beards chatting by some hang
gliders.
"I don't suppose one of you would be Mad
Dog Mike by any chance."
In unison they both pointed to the other
and said "He is". Now I was really starting
to wonder.
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"Oh I don't need them, I can just tell."
"Oh," I said, unconvinced.
There wasn't much I could do so I forgot
about it and checked out the land marks
I'd seen from the ground. We stayed up
about half an hour, and had a glorious
flight.
As Mike was preparing to land, I forgot
what to do with my hands and grabbed a
wire, sending the glider into 'unusual' behaviour.
Mike couldn't work out what the hell was
going on but he got us out of the stew
anyway. I must confess I didn't enjoy the
flight as much as I should have because.
landing was always in the back of my'
mind. ' Worrying was a waste of time - I
never would have dreamt that it was possible to walk out of the sky and onto the ·
ground but that's what it was like.
19

It's Good To Get Away
by Simon PUnt
Here is a story about a weekend away
flying with some friends.
Greg was determined to fly ...
We all met at Greg's at 5:00pm on a Friday
morning. The four of us had managed to
get the Monday off so we were all geared
up for three full days of flying out at Kandos with Bruce Barcham. However the
weather was not looking too promising as
we loaded our kites onto Greg's Nissan
4WD.
The dawn was breaking to an overcast,
drizzly day, but we were full of optimism
as we drove through the sodden N ewcastle suburbs, past the BHP(Big Harry's
Place), heading west towards Sandy Hollow.
"No really, I think it will clear up," I said
as we climbed up through the ranges and
the clouds got lower.
"Yeah, the clouds won't make it over these
ranges," someone else said. We all knew
in our hearts that the rain had set in for
the weekend but it was still good to get
away.
We arrived at Bruce's place in Lue and
the weather still showed no signs of improvement. Greg was determined to fly if
it was at all possible, so Bruce took us to
see some of the local sites he'd been working on. We ended up at a site which Bruce
was really still just considering. It hadn't
been cleared yet but once Greg saw it he
agreed with Bruce that it had great
potential and a spontaneous working-bee
was initiated. Before we had left, Bruce
mentioned that he had the OK from the

(even if the flying isn't on)

land owner to clear an area for a small
take-off and so we had come prepared
with chainsaw and absailing equipment.
Greg spurred us all on as dead trees were
fallen and tall grass and abundant tea
trees were literally mown by hand. None
of us realised that Greg's enthusiasm was
fuelled by the fact that he intended to
christen the site.
It was well into the afternoon and still
drizzling by the time we stood back to
assess the mark we had made. To the left
of the take off there was a heavily forested
gully that went back up into the hill side.
On the other side of the gully there was a
cliff face that ran off at a bout 45 degrees
for a kilometre or so, before it spread into
spurs. The wind seemed to be square onto
it. However due to the bowl effect of the
gully there was sufficient wind coming up
the face on take off. When I say wind I
mean mist. The cloud base was so low now
that it w,as below the top of the ridge to
the left.

While we had been checking things out
Greg had been setting up his kite and was
now climbing into his harness. We all
thought he was crazy because it was drizzling rain and cloud base was so low. Greg
was determined though and we stood
back as he took off and started to cross
the gully. To our surprise he lost no height
in getting to the other side.
Chris and myself were almost se t up by
this time but we were unsure about taking
off. Then we l.eard a scream
"YAAAHOOO" and we looked up to see
Greg's pink kite. Chris and I quickly
launched and joined Greg for about an
hour of probably the most unusual flying

Ti Tree Landing

any of us had had. As long as I kept my
eye on the other two I could safely ride the
ridge lift up to cloud base then turn and
flyaway from the ridge.
The Pub ...
Now Lue, where Bruce lives, is not what
you would call a large town and of course
everyone knows everyone else. There is
one pub and one shop.
By Saturday night we had exhausted
Bruce's extensive range of videos, all two
of them. Just as we were considering
watching Top Gun for the second time,
Morrie suggested we check out the pub.
The others said they would see us there
later.
Morrie was keen for a game of pool so we
left our money on the table then went to
get a beer. It wasn't long before Morrie
had been approached by the publican.
We had heard he was a fairly obnoxious
fellow and not to keen on hang glider
pilots. Morrie was feeling a bit down in
the dumps because he hadn't flown
during our stay so far and the publican
soon started telling him how bad he
looked.
"What's up wif ya mate? Ya look
miserable."
"Ya look like ya wife just left ya"
"Look like ya gonna kill yaselt"
"Yes", Morrie said looking down into his
beer for greater effect. "I think I will.
Think I'll go and jump off a cliff tomorrow."
The publican sat up straight and his look
of sarcastic sympathy became that of disgust as he turned to his mates, who had
been listening, and said, "One of Bruce's
bloody mates."
Then a bikey tapped me on the shoulder
to tell me it was our turn to play the
winners on the pool table. The winners
turned out to be two twelve year old pool
sharks. One had about six pieces of bubble gum in his mouth and I couldn't understand a word he said. The kids were
basically just bored .since their parents
were to busy drinking. We had an enjoyable game of pool and later on when the
others joined us we played darts. Have
you ever seen C'Mac play darts ??
Just another insect on the radiator ...
Sunday turned out to be a very average
day so we decided to go towing at the local
airstrip. Bruce wasn't able to join us but
he suggested that we tryout his towing
system. Bruce's towing system involves
placing a wheel at one end of the strip, the
hang glider at the other and the winch in
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the middle. This effectively allows the tow
to use up the entire length of the runway.
We were hesitant at fIrst as to wether the
rope would flow freely through the wheel.
Bruce assured us that he had never
broken a rope. We later found out that
Bruce didn't use rope with his system, he
used piano wire. He neglected to tell us
this small fact since he had forgotten that
we intended to use a car instead of the
winch. Needless to say our rope broke a
number of times. Mainly due to the fact
that it had quite a few knots in it.
We did manage to get a few low tows in
despite the rope breaks. I was the first to
tow. Chris had fixed the weak link and
organised a radio while I set up. Greg and
Morry had fixed the wheel at the other
end ofthe strip and were now sitting in the
car, half way up the runway, facing me.
Over the radio came Greg's voice "Ready
to take up tension."
To which I replied, "Take up tension."
"Are you clipped in ?" asked Greg.
"Yes, I have done a hang check," I replied.
"Taking up tension. Tension on." Greg
was ready.
I reached up to the UHF radio and rolled
the perished rubber band down over the
transmit button. The rubber band looked
at me like a shoe lace looks at you just
before it breaks. I thought nothing of it
and said, "Clipping on microphone. Picking up glider. Wind light at 12:00 o'clock.
Go! Go! Go!" I braced myself to hold back
against the rope but there was nothing.
"Go! Go! Go!" I yelled again but still there
was nothing.
The rubber band now lay dead at my feet.
I should have listened. Chris was quick to
the rescue with a spare which he frantically installed while Greg wondered what
the hold up was.
With the new rubber band installed I said
"Greg, flash your lights if you have a copy."
I looked up the runway to see the lights of
the big Nissan flash on and off. I said "Go!
Go! Go!" it was then that I suddenly
realised the consequence of replacing
Bruce's winch with a car.
Panic set in.
"Who's idea was this? " I asked myself. In
about two seconds there was going to be
an 8 cylinder, turbo charged, two tonne
truck hurtling toward me.
Isn't it amazing how many what-if
thoughts you can think in two seconds
when you get into these situations.
My mind starts to have an epileptic fIt.
What if the car runs over the rope? And
February 1991

what if the steering locks? And what if the
accelerator gets stuck on full throttle?
Then I reason with myself that the weak
link will break but it's no good, I'm totally
paranoid by this time. Chris didn't use a
weak link. It's all part of some ghastly
plan.
The car is hurtling towards me now. I'm
still running. The rope is caught. I'm not
gaining any height. The car is much closer
now, the lights are flashing and I can see
Greg's face. He's hunched over the steering wheel and there is this mad crazy look
in his eyes and Morry is in the passenger's
seat yelling "Faster Greg, faster." They all
hate me because I want to be a family man
and I don't go hang gliding as much as I
used to. My life is about to end as I join
the other insects on Greg's radiator.
AAAAhhhhh ....... .

started to appear again on the other side
of the dip but was stopped abruptly by a
barbed wire fence. He unhitched himself
and climbed the fence to check out a small
plateau on the other side. It too was overgrown with grass but it's ground level was
actually higher than the runway.
I decided to go after Chris so I waded
through his wake and soon fell over the
plough. When I got to the fence Chris was
nowhere to be seen.

My feet leave the ground and I rocket
sky-wards as the Nissan moves down the
runway safely below me. Boy do I have a
vivid imagination.

I climbed up on the fence to get a better
outlook. Suddenly, over to my left, a foot
appeared momentarily as it arced up
through the grass, then a hand, then
another foot, a hand, a foot, hand, foot,
hand etc. There was a circular area of
flattened grass beginning to appear. It
was Chris, but what on earth was he doing
now? Then the movement stopped and
Chris sat up, in the middle of the flattened
area, and began to sway back and forth for
a short time before he lay back down with
his hands out stretched, clutching the
ground to stop it from spinning.

I try to concentrate on the tow now and
put the bad dream behind me. The tow is
average. I'm not getting much height and
the car is behind me now. I feel a bump.
Was it a thermal? I start counting, 1,2, ...
No, I've flown through it. I'm in the sink
now. I'm still in sink. There is that horrible
sound on my vario as I look at the needle
on the dial. Then my eyes focus on the
rope and follow it down to the wheel. I
forgot about the @#* ..... wheel.

Best flight
Monday saw the weather still cloudy with
very little thermal activity. We took our
time to get organised and by the afternoon
we were back at the site we cleared on the
fIrst day. We cleared some more of the
site whilst waiting for something to come
up the face, but it never did. We discussed our still wind take-off techniques
and all had a nice glide down to the farm
house below.

"Releasing" I scream into the radio as I pin
off, at only about 300ft, and head back
down the runway to land.

We said our goodbyes to Bruce, thanked
him for his hospitality and headed
towards Newcastle in the late afternoon.

C'Mac•.•
We eventually gave the wheel a miss and
started towing direct. However after
C'Mac had a very low tow he decided that
the runway wasn't long enough.

We had spent a lot of time in the car that
weekend. As it turned out some of our
best flights were had in the car as each of
us relived past flying weekends. The best,
however, was saved till last as Greg drove
us along the path of one of his best XC
flights.

At our end ofthe runway it was very overgrown with grass. C'Mac thought about it
for a while then went over to the pile of
fear we had left next to the runway. Chris
picked up the front, upright section of the
car roof rack, the bit that is attached to the
bull bar. He tied the empty cable drums
to the U shaped section to give it some
weight. He then made himself a harness
and walked off into the tall grass.
I looked on with slight amusement as
C'Mac waded through the chest high
grass like an ox ploughing a fIeld. He
disappeared into a dip at one stage and all
I could see was his foreign legion cap, and
the grass returning to it's original height
as he passed through.
He decided that the plough idea wasn't
really working so he left it behind. He
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Greg had towed up behind a trike one
afternoon at around the same time as we
were now leaving R ylstone. Greg gave us
a complete running commentary as we
drove through a beautiful valley with its
tiger country and big, sunset orange,
sandstone cliffs. Greg's flight was only
about 60k as the crow flies but in actual
fact it ' was more like 120k because he
followed the road as it meandered
through the gorges.
We arrived back at Greg's place late that
evening and unpacked the car under a
star filled sky. The radio informed us that
the weather was going to improve for the
rest of the week which is typical, isn't it?
It was still good to get away though!
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People Behind The
Scenes At The
Nationals
The Australian National Hang Gliding
Championships were again successful in
offering enthusiasts excellent flying and
world class competition. Pilots flocked
from all over the world to the Victorian
tourist centre of Bright to fly the skies.
But sonie of the credit for the success of
the competition must go to the people
behind the scenes - the time keepers,
drivers, safety officers, competition officials, and the list goes on.
These are the people who gave up their
holidays, to endure the 35 degree heat so
that their friends could enjoy successful
flying. Many were frustrated hang gliding
pilots who couldn't compete.
Safety Officers
The excellent safety record this year is a
credit to safety officers like Rob van der
Klusse, who worked tirelessly to help
pilots move their not so graceful kites
across the boulders at Buffalo and up hills
at Mt Emu and Bright Hill. With up to 80
kites on the site, this was no easy task.
They conducted dozens of hang checks
and ran around giving all sorts of last
minute assistance to pilots at crucial
times.
As far as I know, the only hang gliding
related accident was a broken foot, which
occurred at landing. Another pilot ended
up having his appendix removed, which
had nothing to do with flying. A driver

Greg Smart, driver
I'

spent a few
days in Mt
Beauty hospital, suffering
fro m
dehydration.
Drivers:
These are the
people who
d r 0 v e
hundreds of
kilometres
each day to
deliver pilots
to the mountains and then
cross country
to collect
Rose Fletcher, time keeper
them at landing. At times driving can be a challenging starting time was recorded accurately.
job, following on ground the flight of Rose Fletcher (pictured) showed inseveral pilots and guessing where the hell credible patience at the launch.
they are once radio contact is lost. Some Data processors:
drivers faced the added challenge of Back at competition head quarters,
entertaining screaming kids in the back.
volunteers like Jan worked late into the
Drivers like Greg Smart (pictured) kept night entering and processing the days
things moving by helping out at the take results. Each night Jan and Sue conoff and landing. Some were silly enough quered the computer to ensure the next
to hike through grassy paddocks, help days take off order was fair.
pack up gliders and carry them back to the
car.
Time keepers:
Time keepers sweltered for hours on the
top of mountains making sure that critical

Buffalo Droppings
The latest in hi-tech
The carbon fibre glider soon to be certified in the US. Flown to 13th place by
UP President Terry Rr~ynolds. Under
25kg (55Ib) and shiny black (the glider,
not Terry!).
Best Landing
Steve Blenkinsop coming in with full VB,
tailwind and still in prone, doing a belly
bounce at Mt Beauty. Skinned knuckles
and 20 feet short of the goal line.
On task distance
When asked about the length of the task
on the day only he and Drew made goal,
Steve Moyes said, 'It was just long
enough'.
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Lee-ann Monks

Ken Hill again who was first to launch that
day and dropped a tip and made the National7 news in Melbourne and Canberra
doing it.
It only hurts when Don Rottman broke his foot while carrying his glider across a paddock.

One pilot nearly overshot a landing after
seeing one of the lady pilots doing a
wonderful imitation of a ship's figurehead
while indicating the wind direction.
Has anyone seen The phantom pilot who never showed up
but was credited with flying on the first
day and finished the comp with 31 points?

Most embarrassing moments
The wind tech at Bright Hill who did an
hang check in front of everybody and
wasn't hooked in!

The wind tech who did the worst launch
in history off Buffalo, got away with it, and
maybe left town?

Ken Hill who had 'Happy Birthday' sung
to him at the pilot briefing on Mt Buffalo
by all the pilots and wuffos.

One gun pilot was seen to execute a low
wingover at minimum altitude in front of
his girlfriend. Result - 2 broken down
tubes (Factory had spares in truck) and
bruised ego (Girlfriend - I'll kiss it better).
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The BLITZ is here
AirBorne's latest high performance competition glider.
. FEATURES ...

*
*

*
*
*

Smooth and predictable pitch
Precision engineered airframe anodised in gold and black
Faired rubber backed uprights
Quick set-up (7 mins)
The best fittings available on an Australian manufactured

Currently undergoing certification to the Australian Standard

Phone Your Local Dealer And Book Your Production Slot Now
AirBorne Windsports, 12/30 Kalaroo Road, Redhead, NSW 2290
Fax: 049499395
Phone: 049499199
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COACH APPOINTMENT DATA

NAME

----- ------------------ ------------------ --- ------------------ -----

HGFA# ADDRESS

CITY

--------

ANDREWS STUART
ARl'lSTRONG TONY
BARCHAI'l BRUCE
BERRY SCOTT
BOYCE CHRIS
CONNER GLENN
COWIE KEVIN
CUMl'lINGS DENIS
DENNIS BARRY
DENNIS TONY
DUFFY IAN
HALL WARREN
JENKINS TED
MITSOS MARK
DUFFY MICHAEL
DUNCAN ROSS
ETHERTON GRAEME
FELLAY CHARLY
GILL WARWICK
GLOOR HEINZ
GOLDSWORTHY ALA
HALL WARREN
HIBBERD ROB
HILL KEN
HILL WES
HIRD IAN
HUMPHRIES ANDRE
JARMAN IAN
JENKINS 1ED
JONES LE~<
JONES LARRY
KAT TAU DAVE
LADYMAN IAN
LAMONT DAVE
MACPHERSOt-! GRAH
1'1ERSHAM NEIL
MITSOS MARK
MURRAY RICHARD
NEWELL SHANE
NOEL PHIL
O'REILLY BERNAR
PARK FORREST
PRITCHARD PHIL
PURCELL PAT
ROY STAN
RUFFELS STEVE
SCOTT JOE
SCOTT LEE
SMI1H BRYAN
STICKLEY MATT
VAN' RAALTE HENK
WEBB BRIAN
WILSON RICK
WRIGHT BRETT

16226
14191
14234
14513
14492
14506
53332
12737
16188
32547
63325
33852
44306
13894
63165
14345
42086
34134
44464
0
44710
33852
0
44255
32547
11232
0
12944
44306
63137
53026
0
0
43607
15137
12501
13894
53281
43587
14241
0
14915
44257
44059
41849
0
14223
14352
44353
12922
42030

THREDBO
STANWELL PARK
LUE
STANWELL PARK
HELENSBURGH
COLEDALE
KADINA
BYRON BAY
THREDBO
WODONGA
NORTH PERTH
COTTESLOE
HELENSBURGH
BULLI
NORTH PERTH
ADAMSTOWN HEIGHTS
KIRWAN
MALVERN
CAIRNS
JINDABYNE
RAINBOW BEACH
COTTESLOE
CHARLESTOWN
ASHMORE
BOX HILL NORTH
COORABELL
SUBIACO

01/07/91
01/07/91
01107/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01107/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01107191
01/07/91
01107/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/90
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/12/90
01/07/91
01/07/91
01107/91
01107/91
01/07/91
01107/90
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01107/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
31/12/90
01/07/91
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11 TYROLA LODGE
16 MURRAWAL RD
SCHOOL RESIDENCE
16 MURRAWAL RD
PO BOX 180
LOT 33 DALYS COURT
MELTON via RMB
138 LIGHTHOUSE RD
PO Bm< 63
1 PEARCE ST
32 ETON ST
51 SERVETUS ST
73 THE RIDGE
46 GEORGE AVE
32 ETON ST
49 HIGHFIELDS PDE
25 GARDEN GROVE CR
UNIT 3/15 WHEATLAN
3 TORRANCE AVE ED
PO BOX 142
LARAPINTA COURT
51 SERVETUS ST
PO BOX 616
31 KINARRA ST
33 MOSELLE ST
COOLAMON DRIVE
1 DERBY ST
SCHOOL LANE
73 THE RIDGE
McAVOY RD ALLANSO
36 HERRICK ST
48 1'1ALVERN ST
PO BOX 413
PO BOX 6
49 PROCTOR PDE
6A BANGALOW RD
46 GEORGE AVE
15 VINCENT ST
19 BARTLEM ST
18 MASLINS CRES
PO BOX 3
8 LAITOKI RD
3/45 GALLAWAY DR
4 CAIRNCROSS ST
DALES RD
PO BOX 170
LOT 2 GOULDS LANE
Rl'lB HANNAM VALE RD
PO BOX 5234
1 MURRAWAL RD
75 HAMILTON RD
0 PO BOX 3
0 20 NEVILLE ST
0 276 LWR PLATEAU RD

E~<ETER

HELENSBURGH
via COLLIE
SELLICKS BEACH
LITHGOW
CHARLESTOWN
PROSERP HIE
SEFTON
B'(RON BAY
BULLI
CHRISTIES BEACH
YEPPOON
MASL! NS BEACH
BRIGHT
TERREY HILLS
ASHMORE
GLADSTONE
PALMWOODS
POREPUNKAH
CLYBUCCA
LORNE
NTH ROOCKHAMPTON
STANWELL PARK
LOGAN VILLAGE
BRIGHT
THE BARTON
BILGOLA PLATEAU

SKYSAILOR

STATE P ICODE E)<PIRY
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
SA
NSW
NSW
VIC
W.A
WA
NSW
N'SW
W.A
NSW
GILD
VIC
61LD
NSW
QLD
WA
NSW
61LD
VIC
NSW
WA
NSW
NSW
WA
SA
NSW
NSW
GILD
NSW
NSW
NSW
SA
GILD
SA
VIC
NSW
GILD
GILD
GILD
VIC
NSW
NSW
GILD
NSW
GILD
VIC
S.A
NSW

2627
2508
2850
2508
2508
2515
5555
2481
2627
3690
6006
6010
2508
2516
6006
2289
4817
3144
4870
2627
4581
6010
2290
421
3129
2479
6008
2579
2508
6225
5174
2790
2290
4800
2162
2481
2516
5165
4703
5170
3741
2084
4214
4680
4555
3740
2440
2439
4701
2508
4206
3741
5031
2107

01107/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
01/07/91
31/12/90
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State and Club News
someone planning a fly somewhere who
would be glad for the company.
Last meeting I heard some news that
prompts me to remind everyone that we
are still in our trial period for Conto's.
Please, please don't fly there until you
check on the procedures with one of the
committee. We can fly there but we must
follow CALM's directions so that the site
remains open. That's hang gliders and
parapentes alike.

Western Australia
Howdy sandgropers
February '91 already and back into the
good flying. Shelly's this Christmas saw
heaps of flying predominantly at back
beach and by all accounts a number of our
members took the opportunity to get their
rating forms signed off by the numerous
instructors present.
I was disappointed to hear of an accident
at Mutton Bird Island where a student
came to grief in a Mars that hadn't been
re-assembled quite right after a strip
down. A good reminder to all students
that if you are having trouble flying a
Mars, there is something wrong with it,
not you. "Sheelberight" is not a phrase to
be associated with our sport and I hope
the pilot who suffered the accident is fast
on the way to recovery. I believe it wasn't
even he who re-assembled the glider.
For those of you who fmd it difficult to
keep up with what's going on, don't forget
the Thursday night gatherings at the Hurlingham pub. Give any of the committee
members a call for actual dates and come
along for a few drinks. There is always

Speaking of parapenters, I'm please to
inform you that we have a permanent
safety officer now. That's Giri (or is it
Gerry) who I know will be a bonus in our
club. Please help him by keeping him
informed of all accidents, incidents and
items that would benefit us all.
Last meeting voted the Eagle award to
Mike duffy for his flight from Sand Patch
to Cosy Corner. A flight of some distance
requiring considerable skill since there
are some difficult up wind legs to overcome to cover the distance. The ring of
confidence, on the other hand, went to
Graham Openshaw for terrorising a poor
caravaner on the Shelley's road.
Finally, those of us who remember Ray
(Gino) Chatfield and his wife Wunder
(Karen) will join me in welcoming them
and their new family member back to
Perth. We hope to see you both flying
around again at all the old spots. Ray and
Karen's flying experiences are numerous
and colourful to say the least. Till next
month. Hang in there.
Keith Lush

Dave Evans landing below Rex Lookout, Far Nth Qld, p W Gill

K
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Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Repeats are the favourite fare for TV
viewers over the holiday period. Lately
however, other events other than "I love
Lucy" have been noticed. Firstly, Lorie
Bell had an anniversary celebration of a
landing she made on middle slopes last
year during which she unfortunately
broke her left wrist. Twelve months and
one day later she had a speedy landing at
Kalkite and broke her right wrist!!! Lorie
is currently undergoing therapy in the
Bistro Bar where she feels that by holding
onto a (full) glass of beer the former
strength enjoyed by her left wrist will
return. Therapy should start on the right
wrist shortly ...
The second repeat performance saw our
ever determined president, Guenther
Janssen, again try to soar a hill beside
Lake Jindabyne and again fall into the
water. Guenther is sure that one day he
will be able to soar this hill, gain a little
height, and glide across a small bay and
land on his back lawn. It was noted on the
last attempt that as well as having the boat
on standby again he was wearing full
scuba gear ...
Terry Lee phoned from Europe a couple
of weeks ago where he'd had a couple of
flights in Aspen. Evidently they have to
carry VHF radios as the hill is only a

RussellDuncan
es 7th posi~
tion at the Forbes Flatlands competition on the new AirBorne

He

.

Blitz.
was flying the DIlly Blitz",
entered in the comp

AirBorne Windsports
12/30 Kalaroa Road
Redhead, NSW 2290
Phone: 049 499 199
Fax: 049499395
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March 28th to 31st, First Thredbo
Paragliding Cup, Thredbo Valley district

State and Club News cont ...
couple of k's from the airport and they
require permission from the tower to take
off. Terry also ran into Leif in Gerlos.
Leif is currently recuperating from a
shoulder operation and has not been
doing any flying yet ...
Rumour has it that the Back-pack motor
that Heinz and Guenther have been working on will soon be ready for test flying. It
was evidently ready a couple of weeks ago
but when the motor was started, it went
BACKWARDS and vibrated like hell!
We hope to be able to report a successful
test flight next month ...

all good omens for some great flying in the
area this summer. Anthony, besides
having a great flight managed to be the
first for the year to join the 'Birdsnest
Club' by parking his Inferno in a tree by
the BBG on the Village Green. There
was plenty of tourists to help him out (and
take photos) ...
Club Diary
March 16th to 24th, Second Australian
Paragliding Titles, Bright Victoria

Club Rame
To aid the running of the Thredbo
Paragliding Cup and paragliding club's
contribution to Thredbo Sports Club new
clubhouse.

Prizes include CD player, Walkman
Stereo Player, Introductory Paragliding
Course, Dinner Vouchers and T-shirts.
To be drawn on 31st March, contact
Stuart Andrews (064) 476190 for tickets.

Brian Webb flying a Falhawk at Everton, Bright - p B McMurdo

Some notable flights over the past few
weeks has seen Heinz Gloor go over the
back at Grenadier Ridge for the first time.
Heinz managed to get up 400m and make
it 213's of the way to East Jindabyne where
he landed on a friend's property and there
enjoyed afternoon tea whilst waiting on
his pick-up. The 1st and 2nd of January
saw Stuart Andrews, Heinz Reichinger,
Eddie Kunsus and Anthony Watkins enjoying the first flying in Thredbo since last
October. Both days saw S to E winds of
about 5-8 k and hot sunshine. Heinz
managed to fmd plenty of 'up' over the
golf course whilst Stuart met up with a
nice thermal by Kareela Hutte and took it
up 400m for a 25 minute flight. Hopefully

AIRBORN!
The Hang Gliding Training Video
Produced by the Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia, AIRBORN! is an essential training
aide for all instructors, clubs and student
pilots.
AIRBORN! takes the new pilot from first day
ground handling and straight glides, through
to the pre-soaring stage, clearly demonstrating and explaining all the correct basic techniques and skills. The video will also serve as
an ideal motivational took, as it ends up with
several minutes of exciting freestyle action
filmed at Stanwell Park.

Available at $55 from:
HGFA, PO Box4, Exeter NSW 2579

Order Now!
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Int~oducing the POCKET
ROCKET recovery system
for:

* Paragliders
* Hang Gliders
* Ultralight Aircraft
* H ang Glider pilots can even
incorporate their existing hand
deployed parachute
All systems have three deployment options
built in:

* Rocket deployed from fixed position on
pilot

* Rocket deployed by point and fire
* Release and hand deploy
* AERO SAFE Rocket and Mortar
deployed Canister and soft-Pack systems
to suit any aircraft type.

Call or write TODAY for information and
prices
* VHS Video available $10

SECOND CHANZ Aircraft Recovery System
Proudly your Australian distributor:
Avid Flyer Aircraft Australia
PO Box 574
TAREE NSW 2430
Ph: (065) 524626 - 525735
February 1991
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Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluro mylar LE
black orange US $1950 also
Foil 152 Combat orange fluro mylar LE
black/orange US 14 mths old $2950 also
Blackhawk delux pod harness (NZ) suit 5'10"6'1" boot protector $290 also
Electrophone UHF Radio handheld TX475S
latest model $470 ph Len (068) 537220
AirBorne Edge 582 LC elect start 3 blade prop
with spares hrs cht alt airspeed compass spats
soft sides & dust cover as new cond ... save
$3000 ph Mike (069) 622214 BH or 624424 AH
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) red & white with mylar
LE immac cond flies beautifully $1350 ono ph
Mark (02) 4896303
Air Support Harness the ultimate in flying comfort suit pilot 5'5"-5'7" ex cond ph John (02)
4165093
Foil 150B Kevlar Racer (Int) with comp sleeves
v gd cond $2000 ono ph Mark (042) 717954 AH
or 295881 BH

LOST Corryong during the Cup 11-15th
January, one pair of Rayban sunglasses
with gold frames at Towong camp site ph
Rob Julian (03) 4895182

Cocoon with chute med also
Cocoon large-med also
GTR 175 x 2 make an offer also
Lots of other equipment ph Ian or Jane (048)
834022

Attention Collectors: Joe Wacher has a
CB 200 to give away to a collector. His
address is 19 Albert Rd, Hazelbrook 2779
or ph (047) 586385

GTR 151 WB (Int) fully faired flies well blue LE It
blue & grey US 1 spare upright $1900 ono ph
Wayne (048)898308

NEW SOUTH WALES
Xact Mk II Harness as new 5'8"-5'10" med build
black & mid blue $700 ono also
Afro XC instrument deck inclvario, altimeter,
ASI, stop watch, energy compensated $550 ono
ph Paul (02) 5217934 or 2373853 W
Gyro 180 (Nov) Red LE, rainbow US gd cond
new wires $800 ph Trevor (047) 877565
Magic IV 166 (lnt) yellow LE blue US gd cond
price includes Blackhawk Pod harness with
parachute $1500 ono ph (02) 6464038 or (042)
673526 (suit intermediate pilot)
Gyro II 180 (Nov) gold LE yellow white blue US
great beginners glider gd ground handling characteristics gd cond $1000 ph Ian (02) 5203303
AH

XS 155 (Ad v) Feb 90 ex cond split US orange
purple pacific blue TS fluro pink lilac It blue warp
v pretty glider 60 hrs mainly coastal $3200 ono
also
Exact harness suit 5'6" blue & fluro orange with
slider cleat & release heavy duty spiral zip v
comfortable $500 OR $3500 the lot ph Paul (043)
329187
Mission 170 (Nov) pacific blue Le fluro yellow &
pink looks great with blue pod, PAchute, helmet,
Sjostrom vario & Roadrunner 477 40 channel
UHF radio with speaker m ke All ex cond with low
hrs $3500 ono ph Greg (C2) 9828145
Foil 152C Combat fluro pink/grey with white MS
18 mths old gd cond $2500 ono Jenny Ganderton ph (068) 537220

GTR 162 WB (Int) blue LE white & orange US gd
cond no flutters bargain $1800 ono ph Geoff
(042) 941898
Moyes XS 155 (Int) as new certified model white
scrim LE mauve TS warp RH green US, TE stiffened flies like a dream glides like an eagle be in
or be square $2900 ph Derrick (042) 942305 or
(02) 9573025
The Edge 582 dual ignition trike & wing only 4
hrs flying time save $$ on new price owner shifting away ph (065) 556140 or 549347 leave name
&no
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) yellow LE red US gd
cond flown by a conservative pilot a great buy at
$1000 ono also
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) navy blue LE sky blue US
flown 4 times in last 2 yrs This glider has been
well looked after & is in ex cond a bargain at
$1200 ono ph Richard (02) 5436227 or Fax
5435001
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) pacific blue LE fluro
yellow US white TE as new with matching Moyes
Pod blue with yellow stripe suit 5'9"-6' pilot $2800
will separate ph Mick (02) 5217931
Foil 150B Racer (Int) gd cond ph Mark (042)
295881 Wor 717954 H

Flatland flying at Moree - p by Greg Wilson

Moyes WB 162 (Int) 2 yrs old It blue grey white
fluro green diamond all extras top glider bargain
at $2000 consider swap for Mission ph Bob Barnes (065) 540416
Foil 170B (Int) gd cond 2 tone green & white 3
upright & 1 base bar spare batten profile give
away price looking to update $850 ph Brian (02)
3912611 W or 9811683 H
Foil 160B Cutaway Racer (ex Russ Duncan
glider beefed up LE & TE etc looks good & its
fastl $2300 or make a genuine offer, I'm keen to
sell ph Paul (02) 2373853 W or 5217931 H
AirBorne Trike 503 Arrow I ex cond gold LE
white US & MS complete with trailer (reg . 9/91)
$6900 ono ph Steve (049) 513230
Mars 150 (Nov) this is a gd one $1600 ono also
Mars 170 x 2 (Nov) make an offer also
XS 155 low hrs a very sweet glider $3200 ono
also
Mission 170 $1850 ono also
Pod with Chute med also
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Black Magic 24 with harness fluro yellow 18 hrs
flying time ex cond ph Alex (02) 9630929 W or
4273647 H
AirBorne Trike 503 Buzzard 55 hrs 2 seats Arrow
170 wing Parachute all in top condition $8000 ph
(049) 772078
Edge 582 LC trike ex cond all options only 13 hrs
would trade of cheaper trike/glider genuine
reason for sale $15,000 ono ph (064) 575073, Fax
(064) 575529
Foil 152C (lnt) low hrs ex cond would trade
earlier Foil B ph (064) 575073
Gyro 160 (Nov) mylar reinforced LE no sail flutter
pink with blue LE & tips 2 spare uprights new Hall
ASI with extension & bracket medium helmet all
gd cond $1300 ono also
Car Racks front & rear professionally made
adaptable to most cars rear fits towbar $80 set
ph Graeme (02) 6286245 AH
AirBorne Trike Robin 440 engine oil injected
Arrow II wing + spares $4800 ph Richard (065)
505789
Moyes XS Easy (Nov) v low hrs fin pockets
round uprights faired king post speed bar v
reluctant sale $2600 ono also
Moyes Pod small $250 ono ph Martin (02)
8071067 leave message

February 1991

Foil 170B (lnt) 2 tone green & white flies well 3
spare uprights 1 spare base bar batten profile gd
cond $950 ono ph Brian (02) 3912611 W or
9811683 H

GTR 162 (lnt) gd cond speed bar new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old batten profile
manual no tears or flutters yellow LE white MS 2
tone green US $1100 ph Russell (074) 866253

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

GTR 162 Full Race (Int) dk blue It blue US grey
LE flies great no flutters $1000 ph (079) 466350
AH

GTR 162 Race (Int) blue LE silver US low airtime
$1900 ph Derek Hill (08) 2652295
Magic IV Full Race 155 (Int) fluro green LE pink
half US white TS approx 2 yrs old has all options
top glider only $1250 ph (OS) 3816732
Mission 170 (Nov) grey LE pink US v low hrs
$2900 ono v gd cond (08) 3322097
Mission 170 (Nov) white blue LE faired kingpost
speed bar low hrs freight free anywhere in Aust
$2000 ph Colin (08) 2718159AH or (08) 3498644
BH
Wanted stirrup harness for 5'10" pilot ph Paul
(08) 2982823

QUEENSLAND
GT 170 (Int) black LE oragne US new side wires
&spare upright gd cond + cocoon harness 5'11"
gd cond $500 ph Neil (079) 592443
Mission 170 (Nov) purple LE It blue US top cond
$2200 ph Dave (079) 552740

SKYSAILOR

Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond flies well bargain at
$700 ph Chris (075) 369123
GTR 162 VG (Int) orange & white nice tight sail
new top wire flies v well proven XC glider $1300
ph Craig (079) 724253 W or 737892 H
Wills Wing HPII (lnt) trilam LE white MS & US
with manufacturers logo v gd cond $2000 ono ph
(07) 8012262
GTR 175 (Int) v gd cond flies well $1200 also
Moyes Pod large & PA Chute $450 ph Steve
(077) 752333 BH
Foil 165 (Int) red & yellow US white TS no flutters
speed bar v gd cond ex buying for the up &
coming pilot on a tight budget $850 ph (07)
2008209
GT 190 (Int) black LE rainbow US white TS v gd
cond 20 hrs $1400 ph Dave (074) 498573
GTR 162 WB (Int) fluro orange LE fluro green &
white US white MS v gd cond proven XC per-
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former kevlar TE new mylar inserts in LE $2200
ono ph Scott (07) 3492439
Foil 170B (Int) gd cond red LE green & yellow
US faired uprights & king post reinforced TE
$1500 ph (07) 3794128
Mars 1.70 (Nov) going cheap ex training glider
gd cond get flying for $400 also
XS 155 (Adv) 2 mths old fins power rib MS scrim
LE & TE the lot & it flies like WOW! $4000 be
quick also
Aero 170 (Nov) two blue's & white 15 hrs young
going going $2200 also
XS 155 (Adv) 1 yr old all the extras with beautiful
colours crimson LE blue & green US owner has
new glider so the price is just $2500 also
Pod Harness med & Ige v new with all the extras
just $390 ph for any of the above ph Airplay (070)
537768
Gyro 180 (Nov) red with yellow stripes also
apron harness, helmet & ASI $950 ph Ray (077)
752607 or 8rad (077) 814245
Wanted cheap pods ph (079) 792562
Foll170B Kevlar Race (Int) 14 mths old lilac &
grey v low hrs suit the heavy pilot to get to the
top of the stack bargain $2850 also
XS 155 (Int) 13 mths young with all options its
ready to fly long distance with crimson scrim LE
& blue & green flashes US been in the air for 65
hrs the owner has traded so will give it away for
$2600 also
Pod Harness v new black white red suit 5'8"-6'1"
have 2 harnesses, 1 med 1 large also
Aero 170 (Nov) blue white blue had only 15 hrs
airtime in ex cond $2200 ana ph Gillie (070)
537768
Mars 170 (Nov) I blue/white g cond $950 ph
(079) 261885 AH
Mission 170 (Nov) gd cond $1800 also
XS 155 (Int) warp sail option king post hang
$2900 also
Cocoon Harness lots to choose from black 5'6",
white 5'8", blue 5'9", black 6', blue 6'3" all gd to
ex cond also
Gyro II 180 (Nov) gd cond $1350 incl harness
also
Mars 150 (Nov) recently checked by Moyes
dealer $750 also
Mars 170 (Nov) also checked $850 also
GTR 162 Comp (Int) latest GTR handles well
$1200 ph (079) 723240

VICTORIA

Mark Fisher, Tweed Range with Pinnacle in background
Mission 170 (Nov) white MS & TE black LE fluro
yellow US speed bar base bar protector wheels
as new cond $2500 ph Ron (03) 8504175
Sabre 177 (lnt) blue orange speed bar flies well
$600 be quick also
Wanted Foil 170B or Racer in top cond ph (060)
761333
AirBorne Trike with Arrow wing with big wheels
& suspension 503 motor $7000 ph John (03)
8022682 H or 8776047 W
Mission 170 (Nov) red LE white MS rainbow US
speed bar v gd cond $1900 on ph Jim (03)
7293595 AH or 7207338 8H
XS Easy (Int) fully faired speed bar mylar LE
(magenta) yellow white MS It blue & pacific blue
US ex cond $2500 ana also
Mars 150 (Nov) Icaro batten profile & keel pocket mylar LE inserts 15 mths old fluro yellow LE
white MS fluro yellow US ex cond $1600 ana also
Zephlr 160 (Bowsprit glid '~ r) (Int) red Le white
MS rainbow US ex perfor ner & handling suit
someone looking for Foil 8 or GTR ex cond with
heaps of spares $1700 ana ph Stephen Ruffels
(057) 551724 all hrs
GTR 162 WB Full Race (lnt) fluro yellow LE &
US V gd cond must sell $2100 ana also
XS 155 (Int) king post suspension & fins grey
scrim LE & 2 ply fluro yellow warp MS & Power
rib TE brand new only 15 hrsairtime perfectcond
$4000 ph Andrew
Humphries
018
917537 or (03)
6996960 gliders can
be inspected at Nationals & Flatlands

Ian Jarman at Paraglider Instructors' Seminar, Bright

Rotax engine large wheels GTR purpose built
trike wing double flying wires well maintained ex
cond lovely to fly $4500 also
Custom light weight trailer with fuel cans available $500 ph Jane (03) 5438022 8 or Norm (03)
7585113 AH
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) blue LE rainbow sail v
low airtime great trim & flight characteristics ex
cond batten profile can freight properly packed
anywhere in Australia $1400 ana ph Jane (03)
5438022 8 or Norm (03) 7585113 AH
For Sale!!! You could be the proud owner of this
near new Mission 170 fluro yellow LE orange
blue & white US faired king post flown less than
20 hrs comes with manual, batten profile +
spare down tubes will sell for $2500 also
Cocoon harness 5'9"-6'2" $150 will separate ph
Martin (03) 5461135 between 8am - 2pm
Thermal Lite Skyleg Power Pack $1500 ana ph
Mike (052) 451783 W, 554441 H

ACT
PA parachute $350 &. Moyes harness $100 ph
8arry Weatherburn (06) 2587625 H or 2896840

W
Meteor 190 (Int) fair cond low hrs $600 ana
Anthony (062) 822464
Foil 155 (Int) white with gold LE rainbow US v.b.
faired king post & speed bar flies well $800 ana
also
Cocoon harness medium + helmet any
reasonable offer ph Garth (06) 2477526 H

Western Australia
Moyes Mission (Nov) 8 hrs in new cQnd also
Moyes Pod with Parachute $3100 the lot ph
8jorne (09) 4444390

Wanted Pod harness in gd cond to
suit medium person
will pay up to $300
ph Calvin (053)
328514

Gyro 180 (Nov) ideal beginners glider red/blue
v gd cond includes harness & spare uprights
$1250 ana ph 8ill (09) 3975877 evenings

Para-Pacific
Paraglider E series
26 sq m canopy
brand new only test
flown must sell
$2500 ph Mike (051)
742491

GTR 162 WB Full Race (Int) flura yellow LE &
US V gd cond must sell $2100 ono also
XS 155 (Int) king post suspension & fins grey
scrim LE & 2 ply fluro yellow warp MS & Power
rib TE brand new only 15 hrs airtime perfect cond
$4000 ph Andrew Humphries 018 917537 or (09)
3816053

AirBorne
Trike
single sea t 277
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lTV
THE PROFILES THAT INSPIRE
RESPECT

ALPINE PARAGLIDING
BRIAN & NIKKI WEBB
PO BOX 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
(057) 5 51753
FAX (0 5 7) 5 51677

THE PARAGLIDING CENTRE
IAN LADYMAN
P.O. BOX 41 3
CHARLESTOWN NSW 2290
(049)498946
FAX (049)621991
INT. 6149 498946
FAX 6149621991

Laurence Clarel Tournier
Norbert Barboux
Ali Gali
Thierry Barboux

PARA- ALPINA
HEINZ GLOOR
EIGER SPORT PT Y LTD
PO BOX 1'4 2
JINDABYNE NSW 2627
(064) 56 7171

FUTURE WINGS PARAGLIDING

S.A. HILL SOARERS

TED JENKINS & MARK MITSOS
46 GEORGE AVE .
BULLI NSW 2 516
(042) 674570
FAX (042) 681101

RICK WILSON
20 NEVILLE AVE.
THEBARTON SA 5031
(08) 2340516

Champion de France 89 SAPHIR lTV
Champion de France 88 GEMMA lTV
Champion de France 87 ALNAIR lTV
ler au Championnat d' Australie 90
SAPHIR lTV
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XSWins
All Three
MaiorMeets

December '90 New South Wales
State Titles - Mt Talbingo
1 st
Drew Cooper
XS 1 69
2 nd
Steve Moyes
XS 1 55
This is the XS 1 69 debut now available - a truly high
performance big wing.

Australian Nationals - Mt. Buffalo
1 st
Steve Moyes
2nd
Tomas Suchanek
Third Year XS has won Australian Nationals

XS 1 55
XS 155

Flatlands
1 st
Tomas Suchanek
XS 1 55
2nd
Drew Cooper
XS 169
The XS is poised to win the World Championships in Brazil next
month with Tomas, Drew, Steve and Paulinho the pilot.

173 Bronte Road, Waverley, NSW 2024
GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED: XS155 & XS142

Phone 387 5114

Fax 387 4472

USHGMA CERTIFIED: XS169, XS155 & XS142

